Executive Summary
In 2016, the City of Piedmont hired ArchiLOGIX, architecture and planning firm, to evaluate the condition of cityowned structures, specifically the City Hall and adjacent Fire Station Headquarters, the Veteran’s Hall and
adjacent Police Station Headquarters, Community Hall and Child Care facility, and the Recreation Center through
a Property Condition Assessment (PCA) process.
ArchiLOGIX Consultant Team
In preparation for this exercise, ArchiLOGIX selected the civil, structural, mechanical, plumbing and electrical
engineers as well as a cost consultant. This team provided their professional assessment of the current
conditions of the site and buildings as well as recommendations for repair and possible refurbishment for each
facility.
ArchiLOGIX and the Consultant Team:
 ArchiLOGIX (exiting analysis, project management)
 ZFA Structural Engineering (structural)
 Lefler Mechanical Engineers (mechanical, plumbing and fire protection)
 Brokaw Engineering (electrical)
 Coastland Engineering (accessibility ADA / CASp)
 CDS-Inc (cost model, exterior building conditions)

Project Description / Scope or Work:
The PCA focused on structural, electrical, mechanical, plumbing, fire protection, life safety/exiting, accessibility/
ADA compliance and documentation of the condition of exterior and interior components for each building.
Other topics reviewed include:
 Essential Services facility considerations (structural analysis - seismic);
 Condition and capacity of building systems (electrical, mechanical, ventilation and plumbing) for creature
comfort and/or reconfiguration as well as compliance with Title 24 and Cal-Green (if applicable);
 Waterproof integrity and water damage due to leaking.
Further detail and evaluation of the structures are included in the individual assessments by each of the design
and engineering professionals on the consultant team and a cost model budget is included at the end of the
report. The cost is based on the information and assumed direction as to improvements that are outlined in this
report.
Site and Building Investigation
ArchiLOGIX coordinated all consultants to access the various locations for their initial review of each building. The
intent of the PCA reports is to identify and communicate conspicuous defects or deferred maintenance of subject
property's material systems, components, or equipment as observed on the walk-through survey. This was a
visual review of readily accessible areas and components. It is not technically exhaustive and no excavation,
disassembly or removal of covers, panels or obstructions is performed. Hidden or obstructed defects were not
considered. In addition, some components are assessed on a random sampling of like items.
The physical conditions of building components are typically defined as being in one of three categories: Good,
Fair, or Poor. For the purposes of this report, the following provides an explanation of the definitions used:

Good: Average to above-average condition for the building system evaluated, taking into consideration factors of
age and design. Generally, other than normal maintenance, no repair is recommended or required.
Fair: Average condition for the building system evaluated, taking into consideration factors of age and design.
Some short term or immediate maintenance or repairs are recommended to return the system to a good
condition.
Poor: Below-average condition for the building system evaluated taking into consideration factors of age and
design. Immediate repair, significant work or replacement is anticipated to return the building system to a good or
fair condition.
Facility Scoping Reports
Once a building investigation was complete the consultant team developed a summary narrative and photo record
of the presumed code and construction related elements that will need to be addressed to refurbish, remodel
and/or expand any one building.

Cost Model
Once all site and building investigation and summary narratives were completed, a cost model of probable
construction cost was developed to complete the work described. Proper contingencies and estimated additional
consultant engineering costs were included to address unknown conditions. The report has a preliminary
understanding of possible costs associated with repairing the existing buildings and enables the City to have a
general understanding of how to prioritize future improvements.
The cost information is included in the report in a format that supports the City of Piedmont’s long-range facility
planning and budgeting process.

Next Steps
The PCA analysis has been completed by the consultant team. How we use this information is the next
assignment for the team including feedback and direction from the City of Piedmont. Hopefully the PCA
information will assist in figuring out what existing conditions should be addressed immediately, what can be
postponed until financial resources are available and what needs more analysis. Without fully understanding the
desire of the City to repurpose these buildings or improve the operational efficiencies for each department, the
PCA report focused on a scope of work that addressed code upgrades and generally improve the performance of
each building and tenant space.
A critical next step should focus on more detailed engineering and space planning for each building and, in many
cases down, should include the detail of reconfiguring departments. We have highlighted the need for this scope
of work within each PCA. Issues focused on life safety through fire protection systems and reconfiguration of
required exits is of utmost importance. Advanced structural analysis and engineering is especially important for
the essential service public safety buildings as well as other buildings that serve the community as emergency
operation facilities. Disabled access - whether Chapter 11 of the CBC and/or ADA - is a challenging situation for
the City. The interiors of some buildings will require remodeling solutions. The exterior site and adjacent street
conditions will be problematic and most likely will trigger a hardship request as a means of protecting the City
from potential discriminatory claims.
The ArchiLOGIX and consultant team feel the following reports and findings establish a comprehensive
framework for efficient and cost-effective facility planning for the City of Piedmont
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TO:

John Wanger, PE
Coastland Civil Engineering
1400 Neotomas Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

FROM:

Mitch Conner

DATE:

September 5, 2017

RE:

City of Piedmont
Property Condition Assessments (PCA)
City Hall and Fire Station Headquarters

John,
The following condensed information is organized by each building evaluated as part of the property
condition assessment completed by the ArchiLOGIX consultant team.
CITY HALL AND FIRE STATION HEADQUARTERS
Structural engineering
• The current building appears in general conformance with 1982 remodel drawings. The building is
well maintained and in generally good structural condition with little to no decay observed.
• Essential Service requirements and residential construction – designed prior to 1986 Essential
Services Act for public safety. The residential occupancy is likely less than current standards.
Review and analyze the capacity of structural systems and strengthen critical elements for
essential service occupancy.
• Seismic load resisting system analysis using ASCE 41.
• Roof Deck framing adequacy
• Geotechnical Review - Update Geotech information for future review of foundation design due to
geologic hazards
Mechanical Engineer (HVAC, plumbing and fire protection)
• Fixtures - not water conserving
• No fire sprinkler protection
• HVAC-old, inefficient and altered
• Emergency generator not fully protected for spill containment
• Auto storage lacks proper ventilation and fire separation from adjacent uses
• Water heater not installed per manufacturers guidelines
• Hot water piping and refrigerant piping lacks insulation
• Gas and condensate drain pipes lack proper restraint
• Condensate drain pipes spill onto public sidewalks (code violation)
• Gas meter installation is poor and could fail in an earthquake – contact PG&E

•
•
•
•

Sump pump for lower restrooms not code compliant -need duplex pumps
Fire Station apparatus bay has no vehicle exhaust system; lacks individual zone controls for
dorms; equipment not efficient
HVAC uses phased out refrigerant
City Hall substandard ventilation rates in some areas; equipment not efficient; equipment cobbled
together

Electrical Engineering
• Power system reaching end of useful life
• Power distribution is original and poor condition
• Telephone, Data service, and distribution require added capacity for expansion; no main room
• Emergency generator still useful – test for continued use
• Panels vary in age; new panel board recommended with branch circuiting that meeting T-24
• PG&E coordination for electrical service replacement
• Surface mounted conduit or concealed in wall – check for deficiencies or reason for repair
• Dedicated room for telephone and data services
• Replace existing light fixtures, for efficiency, multi-level control and shut off. Provide interior
lighting and daylighting controls
• Exit signs and egress lighting required
• Provide fire alarm and notification system throughout
• Provide new branch circuitry in most of the facility
• Data systems need to be updated clearances, ventilation and power circuits
• Increase bandwidth for latest IT equipment
• New equipment should be designed to accommodate AIC values from Utility Company
• AIC coordination of protective devices performed for existing and new circuit breakers
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CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont City Hall and Fire Station
120 Vista Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611

INTRODUCTION
A general condition assessment structural review of the building located at 120 Vista Ave in Piedmont,
CA (see Appendix B: Location Map) was performed as requested by Archilogix. This review was based
on one site visit completed on October 21, 2016 to visually review the general condition of the structure.
The following documents were provided for review:
•

Piedmont City Offices and Police Department Remodel drawings dated December 1, 1982 by
Kurtzman Kodama Architects and Planners and Barry Welliver Consulting Engineer (See
Appendix B).

•

Fire Department Alteration drawings dated August 17, 1983 by Barry Welliver Consulting
Engineer.

•

City of Piedmont Firehouse Renovations drawings dated March 1988 by H&A Consulting
Engineers.

•

No other documents were provided.

The current engineering standard used for this report is ASCE 41-13 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of
Existing Buildings. This document represents the culmination of decades of study regarding how
buildings perform in seismic events. It considers the many different configurations and materials used in
buildings and how they interact to resist seismic loads. ASCE 41 provides quick checklists for a variety of
structural systems to help quantify potential deficiencies. The scope of this report did not include a
detailed assessment and completion of the checklists, but the checklists were used to aid in preparing the
findings and recommendations below. The checklists are included in Appendix C.
STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
General Site Description
The Piedmont City Hall and Fire Station building is located on a sloping lot between Vista Ave. and
Magnolia Ave, with the primary entrance to both the City Hall and Fire Station on the uphill Vista Ave.
Structural System and Materials Description
General
The original structure is historic and is assumed to be designed and built in 1907, based on a plaque on
the front facade. No drawings were made available for the original building construction or its alterations
prior to 1982. The City Hall and Fire Station are oriented side by side. The western City Hall portion
consists of a main floor over a full basement, which opens at grade at the south side due to the sloping
site. There is a two story concrete vault on the western side. There are multiple flat roof levels. The
council chamber in the northwest corner has a sloped roof. The eastern Fire Station consists of a large
apparatus bay on grade at the main floor level (matching the City Hall). The south end of the Fire Station
has a wood framed floor with a basement below matching the City Hall basement level. The entire Fire
Station has a second floor above, with a low sloped roof over the south kitchen end, and flat roof over the
dorm area. The southern side of the building has a low storage garage building attached below the City
Hall basement level. This area is not represented in any reviewed documents. It is accessed by large
doors on Magnolia Ave. There is an open breezeway area between the uphill City Hall and Fire Station
and the downhill storage garage.
The building appears well maintained and no signs of structural distress were noted.
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Roof Framing
Most of the original city hall and fire station structure has flat wood-framed trussed rafters consisting of
historic standard sawn-lumber sizes in a stick framed system supporting a built up roof. At the northwest
council chamber and southeast dorm kitchen, the roof is sloped with heavy terra cotta tile shingles. The
roof at the Magnolia Ave storage building is assumed to be wood framed. Lumber sheathing appears to
exist at all roofs, though the available drawings do not indicate whether it is straight or diagonal.
Second Floor Framing
The second floor at the eastern fire station portion of the original building is also historic sawn lumber
joists at standard spacing, supported by wood and steel beams. Wood sheathing provides the
diaphragm, though the available drawings do not indicate whether it is straight or diagonal.
Main Floor Framing
The main floor framing consists of historic sawn lumber joists at standard spacing, supported by wood
beams and bearing walls. Wood sheathing provides the diaphragm, though the available drawings do not
indicate whether it is straight or diagonal.
Walls
The exterior and interior walls for are wood framed. The original building appears to be sheathed with
straight sheathing and stucco at the exterior. The 1982 remodel provided some new interior plywood
shear walls, as well as adding plywood to a few existing interior and exterior walls.
Seismic Force-Resisting System
The primary lateral (seismic and wind) force resisting system is sheathed walls. The original structure
utilizes historic construction with straight sheathing/stucco/plaster shear walls. The 1982 remodel utilizes
modern plywood shear walls and a one-bay structural steel moment frame at the open truck bay north
elevation.
Ground Floor and Foundations
Foundations are assumed shallow spread concrete footings at exterior and interior bearing walls of the
original structure. A concrete slab on grade provides the floor at the City Hall basement and Fire Station
main level. Interior pad footings support the city council chamber’s floor framing. New footings were
installed in 1982 to support the Fire Station steel moment frame. No other foundation work is indicated.
Field Verification and Condition Assessment
The building appears to be in general accordance with the 1982 remodel floor plans. The building is well
maintained and in generally good structural condition with little to no decay observed.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following items of structural interest were observed during site review of the structure (see Appendix
A: Images). Items are listed in order of structural significance.
1. ESSENTIAL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS AND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION – The
original building was designed significantly prior to 1986 Essential Service Act requirements
for public safety construction. Also of concern, the original floor plan notes the north and
south wing as residential occupancy. Therefore, the construction is likely substantially less
than current standards.
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RECOMMENDATION: Review and analyze the capacity of original systems and strengthen
critical elements. Historical building code may be used to lessen structural requirements.
Critical review of essential service facility occupancy is recommended. Many structural
design requirements are more stringent for essential service facilities. Potential results are
seismic strengthening measures for both horizontal diaphragms and shear walls. There could
also be increased live loading requirements which would result in additional floor and roof
framing members.
2. SEISMIC LOAD RESISTING SYSTEM: There are many possible deficiencies in the lateral
load resisting systems for this building. They include the following:
a. The existing steel moment frame may not be stiff enough or strong enough for the
expected seismic forces.
b. The building lateral system appears to include some exterior walls that are not sheathed
with plywood.
c. The building geometry includes many significant irregular conditions such as multiple
floor and roof heights, re-entrant corners, and discontinuous shear walls.
d. The sloped site influences the story mass and stiffness of the various levels.
RECOMMENDATION: Perform a seismic analysis of the entire building using ASCE 41. This
analysis would likely include some destructive investigation to determine existing structural
conditions. Retrofit deficient elements as needed. Potential implications are significant
improvements to the lateral load system, including strengthening of diaphragms, shear walls
and connections. Retrofit would also likely include strengthening of the moment frame and
associated foundations.
3. ROOF DECK: The second floor dormitory has access to the lower roof of the city hall and is
currently being used as a roof deck, with a built up walking surface and outdoor seating. No
documentation was provided showing that the roof is adequate to support this load.
RECOMMENDATION: Investigate existing framing below roof deck area to assess adequacy
for loads or restrict access.
4. GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW – The site has a significant slope and is about a mile from the
Hayward Fault, and no geotechnical information is available.
RECOMMENDATION: A full geotechnical and geological investigation is recommended to
identify potential geologic hazards. Buildings located near faults can experience more severe
shaking, with a hillside condition further impacting the earthquake forces. Information from
geotechnical report would directly impact the seismic forces used in a detailed structural
analysis.
CLOSING
The structural review is based on that which was plainly visible at time of site review and available original
structural drawings. No attempt was made to uncover hidden conditions or perform any destructive or
non-destructive testing. The items discussed in this report are subject to revision should more information
become available. No structural analysis for loads or capacities was performed under the scope of this
review. Lack of access to the original building drawings resulted in a limited assessment of the structural
aspects of the building. Without those drawings, significant efforts to document the structure will be
required to provide a detailed assessment.
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We understand you may have questions regarding this evaluation and we are available for comment and
explanations. Please call with any questions you may have. Thank you for choosing ZFA Structural
Engineers to assist you with this building condition assessment.

Robin Wendler, SE
Principal

Kevin Zucco, SE
Executive Principal
ZFA Structural Engineers
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APPENDIX A – IMAGES
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Image 1: City Hall – Front elevation

Image 2: Adjacent Fire Station Front Elevation
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Image 3: Fire Station Northeast Elevation

Image 4: South Downhill Elevation – Garage Area
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Image 5: Roof View looking northeast
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Image 6: Roof View looking north

Image 7: Fire Station Dormitory Roof Deck

Image 8: Fire Station Steel Moment Frame
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Image 9: Lower Level Breezeway Looking West
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APPENDIX B – MAPS AND PLANS
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Location Map
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1982 Remodel Drawings
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APPENDIX C – ASCE 41 Tier 1 Checklists
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16.1.2IO Immediate Occupancy Basic Configuration Checklist
This Basic Configuration Checklist shall be completed for all building types being evaluated to the
Immediate Occupancy Performance Level. Once this checklist has been completed, complete the
appropriate building type checklist for the desired seismic performance level as shown in Table 4-7. Tier 1
evaluation shall include on-site investigation and condition assessment as required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC),
Unknown (U), or Not Applicable (N/A) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that
are acceptable according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements
identify issues that require further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being
evaluated. For non-compliant and unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose
to conduct further investigation using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding
section numbers are in parentheses following each evaluation statement.
C16.1.2IO

Immediate Occupancy Basic Configuration Checklist

The evaluation statements represent general configuration issues applicable for most building based on observed
earthquake structural damage during actual earthquakes. This checklist should be completed for all buildings in very low,
low, moderate, and high seismicity for Immediate Occupancy Performance Levels.
The section numbers in parentheses following each evaluation statement refer to the commentary in Appendix A regarding
the statement’s purpose and the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedures. If additional information on the evaluation
statement is required, refer to the commentary in the Tier 2 procedure for that evaluation statement.

Very Low Seismicity
Building System
General
C

NC

N/A

U

LOAD PATH: The structure shall contain a complete, well-defined load path,
including structural elements and connections, that serves to transfer the inertial
forces associated with the mass of all elements of the building to the foundation.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.1)
ADJACENT BUILDINGS: The clear distance between the building being
evaluated and any adjacent building is greater than 4% of the height of the shorter
building. This statement need not apply for the following building types: W1, W1A,
and W2. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.2)
MEZZANINES: Interior mezzanine levels are braced independently from the main
structure or are anchored to the seismic-force-resisting elements of the main
structure. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.3)
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Building Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U

WEAK STORY: The sum of the shear strengths of the seismic-force-resisting
system in any story in each direction shall not be less than 80% of the strength in
the adjacent story above. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.1)
SOFT STORY: The stiffness of the seismic-force-resisting system in any story
shall not be less than 70% of the seismic-force-resisting system stiffness in an
adjacent story above or less than 80% of the average seismic-force- resisting
system stiffness of the three stories above. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.3. Tier 2:
Sec. 5.4.2.2)
Need to consider MF stiffness at FS.

VERTICAL IRREGULARITIES: All vertical elements in the seismic-force-resisting
system are continuous to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.4. Tier 2: Sec.
5.4.2.3)
There are some discontinuous shear walls and hold downs.

GEOMETRY: There are no changes in the net horizontal dimension of the
seismic-force-resisting system of more than 30% in a story relative to adjacent
stories, excluding one-story penthouses and mezzanines. (Commentary: Sec.
A.2.2.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.4)
The fire house dormitory constitutes a 3rd story over approximately 40% of the overall
building size.

MASS: There is no change in effective mass more than 50% from one story to the
next. Light roofs, penthouses, and mezzanines need not be considered.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.6. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.5)
Sloping site means mass disparity for lower floor.

TORSION: The estimated distance between the story center of mass and the
story center of rigidity is less than 20% of the building width in either plan
dimension. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.7. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.6)
Hillside site with partial basement will likely induce some torsion.

Low Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Very Low Seismicity
Geologic Site Hazards
C

NC

N/A

U

LIQUEFACTION: Liquefaction-susceptible, saturated, loose granular soils that
could jeopardize the building’s seismic performance shall not exist in the
foundation soils at depths within 50 ft under the building. (Commentary: Sec.
A.6.1.1. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SLOPE FAILURE: The building site is sufficiently remote from potential
earthquake-induced slope failures or rockfalls to be unaffected by such failures or
is capable of accommodating any predicted movements without failure.
(Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.2. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SURFACE FAULT RUPTURE: Surface fault rupture and surface displacement at
the building site are not anticipated. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.3. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
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Building is approximately 1 mile from the Hayward fault/Alquist –Priolo zone.

Moderate and High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low
Seismicity
Foundation Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U

OVERTURNING: The ratio of the least horizontal dimension of the seismic-forceresisting system at the foundation level to the building height (base/height) is
greater than 0.6Sa. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.3)
TIES BETWEEN FOUNDATION ELEMENTS: The foundation has ties adequate
to resist seismic forces where footings, piles, and piers are not restrained by
beams, slabs, or soils classified as Site Class A, B, or C. (Commentary: Sec.
A.6.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.4)
There are continuous footings at the perimeter and interior walls.

16.3IO Building Type W2
Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist For Building Type W2: Wood Frames, Commercial And
Industrial
This Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 4-7 and
where the building configuration complies with the description of W2 building type defined in Table 3-1.
Tier 1 evaluation shall include on-site investigation and condition assessment as required by Section
4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC),
Not Applicable (N/A), or Unknown (U) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that
are acceptable according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements
identify issues that require further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being
evaluated. For non-compliant and unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose
to conduct further investigation using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding
section numbers are in parentheses following each evaluation statement.
C16.3IO

Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist for Building Type W2

Building Type W2
These buildings are commercial or industrial buildings with a floor area of 5,000 square feet or more. There are few, if any,
interior walls. The floor and roof framing consists of wood or steel trusses, glulam or steel beams, and wood posts or steel
columns. Seismic forces are resisted by wood diaphragms and exterior stud walls sheathed with plywood, oriented strand
board, stucco, plaster, straight or diagonal wood sheathing, or braced with rod bracing. Wall openings for storefronts and
garages, where present, are framed by post-and-beam framing.

Very Low Seismicity
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Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

U

REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principal direction is
greater than or equal to 2. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.1.1)
SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the shear walls, calculated using
the Quick Check procedure of Section 4.5.3.3, is less than the following values
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.1):
Structural panel sheathing
1,000 lb/ft
Diagonal sheathing
700 lb/ft
Straight sheathing
100 lb/ft
All other conditions
100 lb/ft
STUCCO (EXTERIOR PLASTER) SHEAR WALLS: Multi-story buildings do not
rely on exterior stucco walls as the primary seismic-force-resisting system.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
Many exterior stucco walls do not appear to be sheathed, and do appear to be part of the
lateral system. Plywood was added in 1982 to the interior face of some exterior walls.
Also, there are interior plywood shear walls and a steel moment frame.

GYPSUM WALLBOARD OR PLASTER SHEAR WALLS: Interior plaster or
gypsum wallboard are not used as shear walls on buildings more than one story
high with the exception of the uppermost level of a multistory building.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Narrow wood shear walls with an aspect ratio
greater than 2-to-1 are not used to resist seismic forces. (Commentary: Sec.
A.3.2.7.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
WALLS CONNECTED THROUGH FLOORS: Shear walls have an interconnection
between stories to transfer overturning and shear forces through the floor.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.2)
1982 remodel drawings show interior shear walls with hold downs and shear transfer.

HILLSIDE SITE: For structures that are taller on at least one side by more than
one-half story because of a sloping site, all shear walls on the downhill slope have
an aspect ratio less than 1-to-2. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.6. Tier 2: Sec.
5.5.3.6.3)
CRIPPLE WALLS: Cripple walls below first-floor-level shear walls are braced to
the foundation with wood structural panels. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.7. Tier 2:
Sec. 5.5.3.6.4)
Building exterior appears to have concrete stem walls up to the floor level. Interior shear
walls are continuous to the foundation.

OPENINGS: Walls with openings greater than 80% of the length are braced with
wood structural panel shear walls with aspect ratios of not more than 1.5-to-1 or
are supported by adjacent construction through positive ties capable of
transferring the seismic forces. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.8. Tier 2: Sec.
5.5.3.6.5)
Conformance unclear at apparatus bay moment frame.

CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont City Hall and Fire Station
120 Vista Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611

HOLD-DOWN ANCHORS: All shear walls have hold-down anchors, constructed
per acceptable construction practices, attached to the end studs. (Commentary:
Sec. A.3.2.7.9. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.6)
Many shear walls do not have hold downs.

Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

WOOD POSTS: There is a positive connection of wood posts to the foundation.
(Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.3)
WOOD SILLS: All wood sills are bolted to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec.
A.5.3.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.3)
GIRDER/COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using plates,
connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the column support.
(Commentary: Sec. A.5.4.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.4.1)

Foundation Systems
C

NC

N/A

U

DEEP FOUNDATIONS: Piles and piers are capable of transferring the lateral
forces between the structure and the soil. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.3.)
SLOPING SITES: The difference in foundation embedment depth from one side of
the building to another shall not exceed one story high. (Commentary: Sec.
A.6.2.4)

Low, Moderate, and High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for
Very Low Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting-System
C

NC

N/A

U

NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Narrow wood shear walls with an aspect ratio
greater than 1.5-to-1 are not used to resist seismic forces. (Commentary: Sec.
A.3.2.7.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
The lower level garage on the south side appears to be 2 floors below entry on north side.

Diaphragms
C

NC

N/A

U

DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: The diaphragms are not composed of split-level
floors and do not have expansion joints. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.1. Tier 2: Sec.
5.6.1.1)
Fire station second floor is not aligned with the roof.

ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: All chord elements are continuous, regardless of
changes in roof elevation. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.1)

CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont City Hall and Fire Station
120 Vista Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611

PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There is tensile capacity to develop the strength of the
diaphragm at reentrant corners or other locations of plan irregularities.
(Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.7. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.4)
DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing around all
diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in either major plan
dimension. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.8. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.5)
STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight sheathed diaphragms have aspect ratios
less than 1-to-1 in the direction being considered. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.1.
Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 12 ft consist of wood
structural panels or diagonal sheathing. Wood commercial and industrial buildings
may have rod-braced systems. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have horizontal spans
less than 30 ft and aspect ratios less than or equal to 3-to-1. (Commentary: Sec.
A.4.2.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragm does not consist of a system other than
wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.7.1.
Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.5)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

WOOD SILL BOLTS: Sill bolts are spaced at 4 ft or less with proper edge and end
distance provided for wood and concrete. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.7. Tier 2: Sec.
5.7.3.3)

LEFLER ENGINEERING, INC.
1651 SECOND STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-4220
(415) 456-1248 (FAX)
www.leflerengineering.com

City of Piedmont
January 12, 2017
The following report gives our observations and opinions about the condition of the
plumbing, fire sprinkler, and mechanical system in the City Hall/Fire Station building,
Veteran’s Hall/Police Department building, Community Hall/School building, and the
Recreation building. The buildings were visited on October 21, 2016. Our observations
were limited to items that could be observed without and demolition work. Our site visit
did not include any functional tests or other testing of equipment to determine if it was
operating properly. In some cases, certain mechanical areas were not available for
observation on the day of the site visit. Our observations are as follows:
A.

City Hall/Fire Station Building:
1.

2.

Description:
a.

The plumbing systems piping systems are fairly old and have been
modified with different fixtures over the years. The plumbing
fixtures are not as water conserving as those in modern buildings.

b.

The building does not have a fire sprinkler system.

c.

The building has moderately old mechanical equipment. The
systems appear to have been in place for many years and have
been altered multiple times. The systems appear to be a
combination of ducted roof top air conditioning unit and ducted and
ductless split systems. The HVAC systems are relatively inefficient
compared to those is newer buildings.

Conditions that are not functioning and need Immediate
repair/replacement:
a.

Fire Station:
1.

It does not appear that the emergency generator, fuel piping,
and fuel tank are fully protected for spill containment.

2.

The Auto Storage Area in the back of the building does not
have proper ventilation and fire separations to adjacent
building areas.

3.

The combustion air intake for the water heater does not
appear to be installed per the manufacturer’s guidelines.

City of Piedmont Conditions Assessment
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b.

3.
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4.

The hot water pipe insulation and refrigerant pipe insulation
that is installed outside of the building does not have the
required UV protection and is failing.

5.

There are miscellaneous gas and condensate drain pipes
that lack proper restraint.

City Hall:
1.

Condensate drain pipes drain onto the public walk area
along side of the building. This is a code violation because it
can cause a slipping hazard.

2.

The gas meter installation is poor and could fail in an
earthquake. PG&E should be contacted to repair the
installation.

3.

The building has a simplex sump pump system. If that pump
is for the sewage from the lower floor bathrooms, the code
requires there to be duplex pumps.

4.

The hot water pipe insulation and refrigerant pipe insulation
that is installed outside of the building does not have the
required UV protection and is failing.

5.

There are miscellaneous gas and condensate drain pipes
that lack proper restraint.

Conditions that would get addressed as a “CIP” (Capital Improvement
Project):
a.

b.

Fire Station:
1.

The plumbing fixtures do not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building does not have fire sprinkler protection. Fire
sprinklers should be added.

City Hall:
1.

The plumbing fixtures do not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building does not have fire sprinkler protection. Fire
sprinklers should be added.

City of Piedmont Conditions Assessment
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4.
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Building elements that require a longer-term review and monitoring:
a.

b.

Fire Station:
1.

The building seems to be functioning as it currently exists.
The mechanical systems are inefficient by today’s standards
and the fire station does not have items such as tailpipe
exhaust in the apparatus bay and individual zone controls in
the bedrooms like most newer fire stations have. When the
existing systems need replacement, more efficient systems
with additional zoning capabilities should be considered.

2.

Some of the existing HVAC equipment uses R-22 refrigerant
which has been phased out. This equipment should be
replaced when it becomes maintenance intensive.

City Hall:
1.

The building appears to have substandard ventilation rates
in some areas. In addition, the mechanical equipment is not
very efficient by today’s standards. The mechanical systems
are a mixture of two types of systems without consistency
throughout. When the mechanical systems need
replacement, one consistent higher efficiency mechanical
system type should be installed that addresses zoning,
ventilation, and consistent air temperature control.

2.

Some of the existing HVAC equipment uses R-22 refrigerant
which has been phased out. This equipment should be
replaced when it becomes maintenance intensive.

P.O. Box 3103, Rohnert Park, Ca. 94927
www.brokawdesign.com
September 11, 2017
Mitch Conner
ArchiLOGIX Design and Development Strategies
50 Santa Rosa Ave, Ste 400
Santa Rosa, Ca 95404

City of Piedmont PCA – City Hall
INTRODUCTION
This study was commissioned to address the existing condition of the electrical service,
distribution, lighting and fire life safety systems of the existing facilities. This report notes the
existing condition of the building services and the ability to meet the needs of continued use of
the facility for the foreseeable future.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
1. Electrical Power Service – Figure 1a and 1b
a. The building electrical main service is provided by PG&E and feeds an exterior 400ampere main switchboard with a service voltage of 120/240V, three-phase, 42kAIC
and is located south east of the building. The service is connected to a dieselpowered generator as well and detailed below. The switchboard is manufactured
by IEM. The board is showing signs of age and rust on the exterior. The interior
condition of the panel is unknown but assumed to be near the end of its useful life.
b. Another 200 amp, 120/240V, thee-phase exterior service is fed from the main
switchboard and serves the Police Station Emergency panel on the first floor.
c. There is an emergency generator is a diesel engine generator with an integral base
fuel tank. The unit is located adjacent to the main switchboard at the south east is
the building as Manufactured by Kohler. The unit was upgraded the recent the past
and still viable. The generator feeds the City hall and some areas of the Police
station.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. The building has had improvements to some areas of the building and much of the
building is what appears to be original and poor condition.
b. Electrical distribution is accomplished at 120/240V, single and three phase to
surface or flush mounted panelboards throughout the facility. The panels are
varying in age depending on location.
c. Distribution feeders are either run surface mounted in conduit or concealed in
walls. No apparent deficiencies to the power distribution feeders were observed at
www.brokawdesign.com

the time of inspection. It is unknown if there have been any deficiencies or reasons
for repair in the past.
3. Telephone/Data Service and Distribution – Figure 2a, 2b and 2c
a. There are telecommunications services to the building but no observable service
provider was apparent. The telecommunication services for the buildings are fed
underground to interior located main points of entry (MPOE) in the basement
telephone/data room. The Server Room
b. Voice data wiring is a mixture of methods and ratings apparently installed to keep
up with expansion. Industry standard Main Distribution and intermediate
distribution rooms are not present. Industry standard materials and methods are
required for future growth.
c. Station cabling for the facility does not meet current EIA/TIA standards and is at
the end of its useful life.
4. Lighting Systems
a. Interior Lighting Fixtures – Interior lighting fixtures are a mix of fluorescent and
incandescent. There are surface and recessed mounted fixtures as well as some
track lighting. A few rooms have ceiling fans with light kits that contain screw-in
fluorescent lamps. Most light fixtures have reached the end of their useful life and
should be replaced.
b. Interior Lighting Controls – Interior lighting controls are line voltage toggle switches
and generally out of date.
c. Exterior Lighting Fixtures – Exterior lighting is accomplished with building mounted
fixtures.
d. Emergency Lighting – Compliant egress lighting was not observed.
e. Exit Signage – Exit signs are scarce within the building.
5. Fire Alarm System
a. There is no central fire alarm system in the facility. There are only single-station
smoke detectors in some locations.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. The branch circuits are a mix of concealed and surface mounted boxes/conduit.
Surface raceway is also being utilized. The branch circuits are of varying ages and
have been added to over time. In the building, some branch circuitry is in a state of
disrepair. The building branch wiring is at or near the end of its useful life.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered presuming that the facility will be renovated to
serve future needs:
1. Electrical Power Service
a. Even though the main electrical service equipment appears to be functional and
without noted deficiencies, it should be replaced with new equipment as parts for
this equipment.
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b. In the event of electric service equipment replacement, coordination with PG&E
will be required and the service entrance would need to be upgraded to the
current utility company standards.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. It is recommended to replace old panelboards with new panelboards and new
feeders. Branch circuitry of these replaced panels will need to comply with the
latest Title 24 standards for circuit disaggregation.
b. Newer panelboards in the facility are recommended.
3. Telephone Service and Distribution
a. If additional telephone lines are required by the facility, it is recommended to
coordinate with the serving utility.
b. It is recommended that a dedicated room for telephone and data services is
provided.
4. Lighting Systems
a. It is recommended to replace the existing interior lighting fixtures. New light
fixtures should have energy efficient lamping, multi-level controls and shut-off that
meet current energy codes.
b. It is recommended to provide new interior lighting controls and daylight controls
that will meet current energy codes.
c. It is recommended to provide exit signs and egress lighting to clearly indicate exit
paths.
5. Fire Alarm System/Sprinkler Monitoring
a. It is recommended to provide a fire alarm and notification system throughout the
facility.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. It is recommended branch circuitry and provide new branch circuitry in most the
facility.
7. Emergency Generator
a. It is recommended to have the emergency generator serviced and tested to ensure
continued use.
8. Data Systems
a. It is recommended to provide a new dedicated and secured server room with
adequate clearances, ventilation and power circuits.
b. It is recommended that the server room be fed from a different panel than that
which serves other spaces.
c. A new ground bar with dedicated ground wire tied to the electrical service
equipment should be provided in the new server room. All racks and ladder trays
should be grounded to the ground bar.
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d. With the increasing bandwidth required by the latest IT equipment, building
station cabling should be upgraded to minimum Category 6 UTP. Cable. Distances
from patch panels to data outlet should not exceed 295 feet and should not be
allowed in the proximity of power cables. Each station cable should be “home run”
(no splices or cross connection points) between jacks and patch panels. The
Building voice and data system should be installed to meet EIA/TIA Standards. All
openings or raceway transitions through firewalls and floors should utilize UL listed
fire-rated penetrations. After installation, all new cabling should be tested to
ensure that it achieves the manufacturer’s rated transmission rates.
9. Distribution Studies
a. It is recommended that the existing Ampere Interrupting Current (AIC) rating of the
system be verified with the Utility Company. New equipment should be designed
to accommodate the AIC values given by the Utility Company.
b. An AIC coordination study of all protective devices should be performed for all
existing and new circuit breakers on the facility.

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions.
Regards,

Michael Burke,
Principal

BrokawDesign
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Figure 1a

Figure 1b
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Figure 2a

Figure 2b
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Figure 2c
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ADA EVALUATION REPORT - CITY HALL ENTRANCE / FIRE DEPARTMENT
120 Vista Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
In December 2016, Coastland Civil Engineering, Inc. (CCE) performed evaluations of several City buildings for
compliance with ADA guidelines. CCE evaluated both public and employee access areas of the selected
buildings and path of travel from the public way to the buildings (property line assumed at edge of
sidewalk). This report has been prepared to identify and prioritize existing deficiencies and where possible,
provide a cost-effective approach to remedy these deficiencies.
General Building Description
On December 9, 2016, CCE evaluated City Hall entrance and the Fire Department circa 1908, located at 120
Vista Avenue, in Piedmont, California. The Piedmont Fire Department is accessed by the public from within
City Hall. The Fire Department has two floors and consists of offices, engine room, fire fighters’ quarters,
bathrooms and a kitchen.
FINDINGS
Public Access
The entrance to the Fire Department is located within City Hall. The entry door to the Fire Department in
compliance. The front counter elevation is out of compliance.
Employee Access
The Captain’s office door doesn’t meet minimum clear width opening. The interior door from the corridor to
the engine room is in compliance. As is the exterior man door leading to the exterior stairs. The stairs are
missing contrasting striping on the noses of the treads and the treads are constructed with open risers. Both
the guard rails and the hand rails are too low.
Non-compliant stairs to the second floor/kitchen and living quarters are the only available access and have
noncompliant handrails. The elevation of the kitchen counters is non-compliant. Stairs from kitchen to living
area have non-compliant hand rails and there is no other access to the living/sleeping area. Men’s and
Women’s bath/locker rooms do not have an adequate approach area for the sink, the countertop is too
high, elevation of accessories is out of compliance and maneuvering space is insufficient.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend replacing the Captain’s door with one of minimum clear width and compliant hardware. For the
exterior stairway, adjust hand rails to compliant height, add contrasting stripes at the tread noses, and provide
closures for the risers.
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Both sets of interior stairs require compliant handrails. Note - this alone will not make this floor compliant as
there is still no wheelchair access. Bathrooms require complete reconfiguration.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Fire Department portion of this building is uniquely challenged since most of the employee area is located
on an inaccessible second floor. For this building to be compliant, an accessible path of travel must be
established that would overcome the use of stairs alone. Without fixing this accessibility feature, removing the
other barriers has minimal impact.
It is our opinion that the City of Piedmont enlist the services of a licensed CASp to assist in the development of a
transition plan for each building.
For additional information and pictures please see the attached ADA Building Access Spreadsheet.
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ADA EVALUATION REPORT – CITY HALL
120 Vista Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
In December 2016, Coastland Civil Engineering, Inc. (CCE) performed evaluations of several City buildings for
compliance with ADA guidelines. CCE evaluated both public and employee access areas of the selected
buildings and path of travel from the public way to the buildings (property line assumed at edge of
sidewalk). This report has been prepared to identify and prioritize existing deficiencies and where possible,
provide a cost-effective approach to remedy these deficiencies.
General Building Description
On December 10, 2016, CCE evaluated the City Hall Building, circa 1908, located at 120 Vista Avenue, in
Piedmont, California. City Hall is a two-story structure with a daylight basement. The first floor contains
men’s and women’s restrooms, a conference room, Council Chambers, the Building, Planning and
Engineering Departments, as well as other City government offices. The second floor is the Fire Department.
FINDINGS
Public Access
Public access and approach are within compliance. Men’s and women’s restrooms are non-compliant in
nearly every aspect. Conference room is compliant. City Council Chambers are non-compliant and lack chair
spaces for people using mobility devices.
The front counter elevation of the Building Department is above compliance. The main City counter is also
higher than accessible elevation allows.
Employee Access
In the Building Department four office doors did not meet the 32” minimum requirement. Movable
furniture and office equipment encroaches into the 36” minimum pathway. At the main City counter, there
are two doors allowing employee access to the offices behind. One is compliant and the other did not
achieve minimum compliant width.
Stairs leading to the basement are rendered non-compliant due to missing contrasting tread noses at top
and bottom, and having only a single handrail without extensions. Like the restrooms on the floor above, the
basement’s men’s and women’s restrooms are completely non-compliant. In general, all the doors in the
basement are non-compliant in one form or another. In addition, we noticed a car was parked in the storage
area of the basement. Please note it is strongly suspected that the basement lacks the appropriate
occupancy separation to be used as a garage.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend reconfiguring the men’s and women’s restrooms on both floors to a compliant configuration.
Remove an adequate number of fixed seating in the Council Chambers to accommodate mobility devices.
Adjust elevations at all counters to a compliant elevation. Maintain halls and passageways to a minimum clear
width of 36”. Address handrails and nose striping on all stairs. In basement, adjust door thresholds, widths and
hardware to compliant.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Overall public access in this 1908 building is reasonable with modifications being required at the counters,
restrooms and Council Chambers (seating arrangements). One of the major challenges in this building is the lack
of square footage required to reconfigure the restrooms on the main floor to have appropriate clearances and
maneuverable spaces. Another major challenge is creating an accessible path to the basement level. None of
these challenges however, preclude the ability to use this building in its current function serving the City of
Piedmont.
It is our opinion that the City of Piedmont enlist the services of a licensed CASp to assist in the development of a
transition plan for each building.
For additional information and pictures please see the attached ADA Building Access Spreadsheet.
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Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Element

City Hall
Building Access

Compliance
Yes
No

120 Vista Avenue

Evaluation / Proposed Action

Exterior
See Fire Department
for exterior
Interior
Men’s & Women’s
restrooms (NonAccessible)
Conference room
City Council Chambers
Public Meeting room

x

No pictures. Consider remodel or combine and convert to unisex.
No pictures.

x

Missing space for persons using mobility devices to park. Consider
removing fixed seating to accommodate spaces for wheel chairs

x

Building Department
Counter
Hallway to offices*

x
x

Office doors

x

Main City Counter

Counter height is 42.5”. Opening of 20”. No picture. Lower to 34”, or
provide additional space at the lower elevation.
*Maintain 36” pathways. See picture 0353.
Note four office doors measured less than 32” minimum width.
Change to doors that provide 32” clear opening.

x

Counter height is 42.5”. No picture. Lower counter to 34” or provide
additional counter at lower elevation.

x

33.5” - no picture.
29” - no picture. As this is an alternate entrance leading to a shared
space, and the other door is compliant, no change is required.

Front Desk Access Doors
One door measures
Other front desk door

x

City Hall (Basement
Floor)
Stairs to Basement

x

Men’s & Women’s
restrooms

x

Basement door to
garage

x

Garage not addressed
Weight room in garage
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x

Stairs are 35” wide with a single handrail without extensions or
returns. See picture 0355. Replace handrails, add contrasting color at
top and bottom treads in each run of stairs.
Both restrooms are non-compliant. Consider remodel to compliant
configuration, or possibly combine into compliant unisex restroom.

Not accessible. See pictures 0358, 0359 & 0360. Path of travel issues.
Door threshold issues. None of the exercise equipment appeared to
be Accessible.

Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

City Hall
Building Access

120 Vista Avenue

Comments:
See Appendix A for pictures.

PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accessible approach and entrance
Access to goods and services
Access to public toilet rooms
Access to other items such as water fountains and public telephones

Estimated Cost

Total Est. Cost
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Notes

Priority

APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
City Hall

#0353
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
City Hall
#0355

#0358
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
City Hall

#0359

#0360
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
City Hall
Coastland suggests addressing the items outlined above according to the Americans with Disabilities Act
Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal. The following list is based on the four priorities (listed
below) as recommended by Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal
Projects. Our approach on determining these priorities was to focus on public areas first and employee
areas thereafter. The priorities are listed as either critical, necessary, desirable or deferrable.
Priorities per Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal Projects
1. Accessible approach and entrance
2. Access to goods and services
3. Access to restrooms
4. Any other measures necessary
CRITICAL PRIORITY - NONE
NECESSARY PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Interior City Hall – provide accessible men’s and women’s restrooms.
2. City Council Chambers – provide space for wheelchair attendance.
3. Building Department – lower the front counter to 34” or provide additional space at a lower
elevation.
4. Main City Hall Counter - lower the front counter to 34” or provide additional space at a lower
elevation.
5. Stairs to basement – provide hand rails and contrasting color at top and bottom tread noses.
DESIRABLE PRIORITY
Employee Areas
1. In Building Department – change non-compliant doors to 32” minimum width opening with
accessible hardware.
DEFERRABLE PRIORITIES
Employee Areas
1. Basement – the entire basement is inaccessible including the access driveway, access stairs,
the restrooms and weight room. As this area does not impact the public, nor is it used for the
majority of the employees, bringing up to code compliance can be deferred to a transition
plan.
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City of Piedmont
Visual Observations of Building Exteriors
Wednesday, April 19, 2017

City Hall and Firehouse
No Reported Leaks or visual water damage
Windows and Doors
The windows at the second floor of the firehouse appear to be a newer vinyl / fiberglass. The first floor
of the firehouse and all the windows at the city hall building are wood. It is beyond the extent of this
report to analyze the cost savings through energy efficiencies and the subsequent payback period of
replacing these windows. The estimated cost to replace these windows are $150,000.
The 5 exterior doors need replacement and proper exiting hardware. The front entrance door could be
modified to comply with current ADA and building codes. All other doors should be replaced. The
approximate cost to replace all the exterior wood doors and modify the entrance door is approximately
$25,000.

Roof
It is recommended that a qualified roofing consultant be engaged to inspect the roof thoroughly.
The roofing appears to be concrete tile roof. An installation of clay roof tiles can be expected to last 5075 years if properly installed and maintained. There are a few tiles that need replacing or reattachment. The gutters and downspouts appear to be in good condition with no apparent leaking.
There are several flat roof areas that have a tar and gravel roof applied to them. These roofs appear to
be in good condition.

Exterior Paint
Exterior Paint and Caulking is in good condition. New paint and caulking may not be required for 10 to
15 years.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TO:

John Wanger, PE
Coastland Civil Engineering
1400 Neotomas Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

FROM:

Mitch Conner

DATE:

September 5, 2017

RE:

City of Piedmont
Property Condition Assessments (PCA)
Veteran’s Hall and Police Station

John,
The following condensed information is organized by each building evaluated as part of the property
condition assessment specific consultant's scope of work.
Structural Engineering
• The current building appears in general conformance with record drawings. The building is well
maintained and in generally good structural condition with little to no decay observed.
• Essential Service requirements and residential construction – designed prior to 1986 Essential
Services Act for public safety should be considered.
• Seismic load resisting system analysis using ASCE 41.
• Geotechnical Review - Update Geotech information for future review of foundation design due to
geologic hazards
Mechanical Engineer (HVAC, Plumbing and Fire Protection)
• Old plumbing fixtures - not water conserving
• No fire sprinkler protection
• HVAC-old, inefficient and altered and lack capacity at Vet’s assembly space; lacks outside air per
code; ductwork not insulated per code
• Gas and condensate drain pipes lack proper restraint
• Hot water piping not insulated per code
• (PD) Water heaters block access to suspended gas-fired furnaces
• (Vets) Pressure relief values off of water heater does not likely meet manufacturer’s guidelines
• HVAC substandard ventilation rates; new equipment would address zoning, consistent air temp.
(both floors)
• HVAC uses phased out refrigerant (both floors)
Electrical Engineering
• Power system reaching end of useful life
• Power distribution is original and poor condition

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone, Data service, and distribution require added capacity for expansion; no main room
Emergency generator still useful – test for continued use
Panels vary in age; new panel board recommended with branch circuiting that meeting T-24
Replace existing light fixtures, for efficiency, multi-level control and shut off. Provide interior
lighting and daylighting controls
Exit signs and egress lighting required
Provide fire alarm and notification system throughout
Provide new branch circuitry in most of the facility
New stage lighting and controls
Data systems need to be updated clearances, ventilation and power circuits
Increase bandwidth for latest IT equipment
New equipment should be designed to accommodate AIC values from Utility Company
AIC coordination of protective devices performed for existing and new circuit breakers

ARCHILOGIX

50 Santa Rosa Avenue, Ste. 400, Santa Rosa, CA 95404

(T) 707.636.0646 (F) 707.636.0644

CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont Police and Vet’s Building
403 Highland Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611.

INTRODUCTION
A general condition assessment structural review of the building located at 403 Highland Ave., Piedmont, CA (see
Appendix B: Location Map) was performed as requested by Archilogix. This review was based on one site visit
completed on October 21, 2016 to visually review the general condition of the structure.
The following documents were provided for review:
•

Veteran’s Memorial Building original drawings dated August 23, 1950 by Frederick H. Reimers AIA
Architect and Harold B. Hammill Consulting Engineer.

•

Piedmont City Offices and Police Department Remodel drawings dated December 1, 1982 by Kurtzman
Kodama Architects and Planners and Barry Welliver Consulting Engineer.

•

No other documents related to the building structure were provided.

The current engineering standard used for this report is ASCE 41-13 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing
Buildings. This document represents the culmination of decades of study regarding how buildings perform in
seismic events. It considers the many different configurations and materials used in buildings and how they
interact to resist seismic loads. ASCE 41 provides quick checklists for a variety of structural systems to help
quantify potential deficiencies. The scope of this report did not include a detailed assessment and completion of
the checklists, but the checklists were used to aid in preparing the findings and recommendations below. The
checklists are included in Appendix C.
STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
General Site Description
The Police and Veteran’s Hall Building is located on a sloping commercial lot at the corner of Highland Ave.,
Magnolia Ave. and Vista Ave., next door to the City Hall and Fire Station building.. It has entrances on all three
streets, with the main entrance to both the upper and lower floors on Highland Ave.
Structural System and Materials Description
General
The original building was constructed in 1950 as a Veterans’ Memorial Building, with a large auditorium and
offices upstairs, and meeting rooms and auxillary spaces in the lower, partial basement level. In 1982, the lower
level was remodeled for use as the main Piedmont police station. The remodel consisted primarily of new nonbearing partitions. In addition, a portion of the basement crawl space was reclaimed for storage by adding a slab.
The existing exterior cantilevered second floor balcony was reinforced with new steel beams, columns and
footings.
Roof Framing
The roof is supported by reinforced concrete beams and frames spanning north and south at 14’ -0” spacing. The
tapered frames over the auditorium vary in depth from 30” at the haunch to 12” at the ridge, and are 12” wide.
The columns also taper from 30” to 12” at the base. The two shorter frames at the entry include a cantilever of
16’-8”. Longitudinal reinforcement as well as lateral ties are fully detailed for all members. There is a wood nailer
on top of the concrete beams, with 3x12 flat decking spanning between the frames. 1X diagonal sheathing is
located on top of the decking.
Second Floor Framing
The floor consists of a one-way reinforced concrete slab system varying in thickness between 9” and 12”. The
slab spans north and south and is supported by the reinforced concrete frame columns and beams. Two
additional lines of support occur at the police department corridor below, and at the center of the auditorium.
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The maximum slab span is 25’, with bottom reinforcement consisting of #7 rebar at 6.5” on center. The floor slab
cantilevers 8’ along the south side.
Walls
The second floor exterior walls are infill 8” concrete block, fully grouted, reinforced and dowels to the adjacent
concrete beams and columns. The interior wall of the auditorium is also concrete block. At the first floor, the walls
that are fully exposed to the exterior are concrete block masonry. The interior and basement walls are cast
concrete. There are many wood framed non-structural partition walls at both levels.
Seismic Force-Resisting System
The primary lateral (seismic and wind) force resisting system is reinforced concrete block masonry and reinforced
concrete shear walls. The four concrete frames at the auditorium also appear to resist north-south lateral loads.
Ground Floor and Foundations
Foundations are shallow spread concrete footings at the interior and exterior walls of the structure. A concrete
slab on grade provides the ground floor at the police station. There are interior pad footings at all concrete
columns.
Field Verification and Condition Assessment
The current building appears to be in general conformance with the original and remodel drawings. The building is
well maintained and no structural deterioration was observed.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following items of structural interest were observed during site review of the structure (see Appendix A:
Images). Items are listed in order of structural significance.
1. ESSENTIAL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS AND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION: The original building
was not intended as an essential service building and was designed significantly prior to 1986 Essential
Service Act requirements for public safety construction.
RECOMMENDATION: Review and analyze the capacity of original systems and strengthen critical
elements. Critical review of essential service facility occupancy is recommended. Many structural design
requirements are more stringent for essential service facilities. Potential results are seismic strengthening
measures for both horizontal diaphragms and shear walls. There could also be increased live loading
requirements which would result in additional floor and roof framing members.
2. GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW: The building is on a hillside site, only one mile from the Hayward Fault.
RECOMMENDATION: A full geotechnical and geological investigation is recommended to identify
potential geologic hazards. Buildings located near faults can experience more severe shaking, with a
hillside condition further impacting the earthquake forces. Information from geotechnical report would
directly impact the seismic forces used in a detailed structural analysis.
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CLOSING
The structural review is based on that which was plainly visible at time of site review and available original
structural drawings. No attempt was made to uncover hidden conditions or perform any destructive or nondestructive testing. The items discussed in this report are subject to revision should more information become
available. No structural analysis for loads or capacities was performed under the scope of this review.
We understand that you may have questions regarding this evaluation and we are available for comment and
explanations. Please call with any questions you may have. Thank you for choosing ZFA Structural Engineers to
assist you with this building condition assessment.

Robin Wendler, SE
Principal

Kevin Zucco, SE
Executive Principal
ZFA Structural Engineers
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APPENDIX A – IMAGES
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Image 1: East Elevation Entrances
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Image 2: North Elevation - Auditorium

Image 3:South Elevation
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Image 4: Auditorium

Image 5: Auditorium
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APPENDIX B – MAPS AND PLANS
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Location Map
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1950 Original Drawings
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APPENDIX C – ASCE 41 Tier 1 Checklists
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16.1.2IO Immediate Occupancy Basic Configuration Checklist
This Basic Configuration Checklist shall be completed for all building types being evaluated to the Immediate
Occupancy Performance Level. Once this checklist has been completed, complete the appropriate building type
checklist for the desired seismic performance level as shown in Table 4-7. Tier 1 evaluation shall include on-site
investigation and condition assessment as required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC), Unknown
(U), or Not Applicable (N/A) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that are acceptable
according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements identify issues that require
further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being evaluated. For non-compliant and
unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose to conduct further investigation using the
corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding section numbers are in parentheses following each
evaluation statement.
C16.1.2IO

Immediate Occupancy Basic Configuration Checklist

The evaluation statements represent general configuration issues applicable for most building based on observed
earthquake structural damage during actual earthquakes. This checklist should be completed for all buildings in very low,
low, moderate, and high seismicity for Immediate Occupancy Performance Levels.
The section numbers in parentheses following each evaluation statement refer to the commentary in Appendix A regarding
the statement’s purpose and the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedures. If additional information on the evaluation
statement is required, refer to the commentary in the Tier 2 procedure for that evaluation statement.

Very Low Seismicity
Building System
General
C

NC

N/A

U

LOAD PATH: The structure shall contain a complete, well-defined load path, including
structural elements and connections, that serves to transfer the inertial forces associated
with the mass of all elements of the building to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec.
A.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.1)
ADJACENT BUILDINGS: The clear distance between the building being evaluated and
any adjacent building is greater than 4% of the height of the shorter building. This
statement need not apply for the following building types: W1, W1A, and W2.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.2)
MEZZANINES: Interior mezzanine levels are braced independently from the main
structure or are anchored to the seismic-force-resisting elements of the main structure.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.3)
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Building Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U

WEAK STORY: The sum of the shear strengths of the seismic-force-resisting system in
any story in each direction shall not be less than 80% of the strength in the adjacent story
above. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.1)
SOFT STORY: The stiffness of the seismic-force-resisting system in any story shall not be
less than 70% of the seismic-force-resisting system stiffness in an adjacent story above or
less than 80% of the average seismic-force- resisting system stiffness of the three stories
above. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.2)
VERTICAL IRREGULARITIES: All vertical elements in the seismic-force-resisting system
are continuous to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.3)
GEOMETRY: There are no changes in the net horizontal dimension of the seismic-forceresisting system of more than 30% in a story relative to adjacent stories, excluding onestory penthouses and mezzanines. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.4)
MASS: There is no change in effective mass more than 50% from one story to the next.
Light roofs, penthouses, and mezzanines need not be considered. (Commentary: Sec.
A.2.2.6. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.5)
TORSION: The estimated distance between the story center of mass and the story center
of rigidity is less than 20% of the building width in either plan dimension. (Commentary:
Sec. A.2.2.7. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.6)

Low Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Very Low Seismicity
Geologic Site Hazards
C

NC

N/A

U

LIQUEFACTION: Liquefaction-susceptible, saturated, loose granular soils that could
jeopardize the building’s seismic performance shall not exist in the foundation soils at
depths within 50 ft under the building. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.1. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SLOPE FAILURE: The building site is sufficiently remote from potential earthquakeinduced slope failures or rockfalls to be unaffected by such failures or is capable of
accommodating any predicted movements without failure. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.2.
Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SURFACE FAULT RUPTURE: Surface fault rupture and surface displacement at the
building site are not anticipated. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.3. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)

Moderate and High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low Seismicity
Foundation Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U
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OVERTURNING: The ratio of the least horizontal dimension of the seismic-force-resisting
system at the foundation level to the building height (base/height) is greater than 0.6S a.
(Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.3)
TIES BETWEEN FOUNDATION ELEMENTS: The foundation has ties adequate to resist
seismic forces where footings, piles, and piers are not restrained by beams, slabs, or soils
classified as Site Class A, B, or C. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.4)
16.11IO Building Type C3 and C3A
Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist For Building Types C3: Concrete Frames With Infill Masonry Shear
Walls And C3A: Concrete Frames With Infill Masonry Shear Walls And Flexible Diaphragms
This Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 4-7 and where the
building configuration complies with the description of C3 or C3A building type defined in Table 3-1. Tier 1
evaluation shall include on-site investigation and condition assessment as required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC), Not
Applicable (N/A), or Unknown (U) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that are
acceptable according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements identify issues
that require further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being evaluated. For noncompliant and unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose to conduct further
investigation using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding section numbers are in
parentheses following each evaluation statement.
C16. 11IO

Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist for Building Type C3 and C3A

Building Type C3
This is an older type of building construction that consists of a frame assembly of cast-in-place concrete beams and
columns. The floor and roof diaphragms consist of cast-in-place concrete slabs and are stiff relative to the walls. Walls
consist of infill panels constructed of solid clay brick, concrete block, or hollow clay tile masonry. The seismic performance
of this type of construction depends on the interaction between the frame and infill panels. The combined behavior is more
like a shear wall structure than a frame structure. Solidly infilled masonry panels form diagonal compression struts
between the intersections of the frame members. If the walls are offset from the frame and do not fully engage the frame
members, the diagonal compression struts will not develop. The strength of the infill panel is limited by the shear capacity
of the masonry bed joint or the compression capacity of the strut. The post-cracking strength is determined by an analysis
of a moment frame that is partially restrained by the cracked infill. The shear strength of the concrete columns, after
cracking of the infill, may limit the semiductile behavior of the system.
Building Type C3A
These buildings are similar to Building Type S5 except that diaphragms consist of wood framing; untopped metal deck; or
metal deck with lightweight insulating concrete, poured gypsum, or similar nonstructural topping and are flexible relative to
the walls.

Very Low Seismicity
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Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

U

REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principal direction is greater
than or equal to 2. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.1.1)
SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the reinforced masonry shear walls,
calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section 4.5.3.3, is less than 70 lb/in. 2.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.4.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.1)
Likely ok – fairly long walls
SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry shear walls,
calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section 4.5.3.3, is less than 30 lb/in. 2 for
clay units and 70 lb/in.2 for concrete units. Bays with openings greater than 25% of the
wall area shall not be included in Aw of Eq. (4-9). (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.5.1. Tier 2:
Sec. 5.5.3.1.1)
INFILL WALL CONNECTIONS: Masonry is in full contact with frame. (Commentary:
A.3.2.6.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.5.1 and 5.5.3.5.3)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of loads to the
shear walls, and the connections are able to develop the lesser of the shear strength of
the walls or diaphragms. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.2)
CONCRETE COLUMNS: All concrete columns are doweled into the foundation with a
minimum of four bars, and the dowels are able to develop the tensile capacity of
reinforcement in columns of the seismic-force-resisting system. (Commentary: Sec.
A.5.3.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.1)
Dowels match column rebar and are hooked into footing and lapped 48 dia to column
bars.

Low and Moderate Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Very Low
Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

U

DEFLECTION COMPATIBILITY: Secondary components shall have the shear capacity to
develop the flexural strength of the components and are Compliant with the following
items: COLUMN-BAR SPLICES, BEAM-BAR SPLICES, COLUMN-TIE SPACING,
STIRRUP SPACING, and STIRRUP AND TIE HOOKS in the Immediate Occupancy
Structural Checklist for Building Type C1. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.1.6.2. Tier 2: Sec.
5.5.2.5.2)
FLAT SLABS: Flat slabs or plates not part of the seismic-force-resisting system have
continuous bottom steel through the column joints. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.1.6.3. Tier 2:
Sec. 5.5.2.5.3)
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REINFORCING AT WALL OPENINGS: All wall openings that interrupt rebar have trim
reinforcing on all sides. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.4.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.5)
PROPORTIONS: The height-to-thickness ratio of the unreinforced infill walls at each story
is less than 13. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.6.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.2)
CAVITY WALLS: The infill walls are not of cavity construction. (Commentary: Sec.
A.3.2.6.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.5.2)
INFILL WALLS: The infill walls are continuous to the soffits of the frame beams and to the
columns to either side. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.6.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.5.3)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

UPLIFT AT PILE CAPS: Pile caps shall have top reinforcement, and piles are anchored to
the pile caps; the pile cap reinforcement and pile anchorage are able to develop the
tensile capacity of the piles. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.8. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.5)
STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls to wood
structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to limit the relative movement
between the wall and the diaphragm to no greater than 1/8 in. before engagement of the
anchors. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.1.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.1.2)

Diaphragms (Flexible or Stiff)
C

NC

N/A

U

DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: The diaphragms are not composed of split-level floors and
shall not have expansion joints. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.1)
OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately adjacent to the shear
walls are less than 15% of the wall length. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.4. Tier 2: Sec.
5.6.1.3)
OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings
immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not greater than 4 ft long.
(Commentary: A.4.1.6. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.3)
PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There is tensile capacity to develop the strength of the
diaphragm at reentrant corners or other locations of plan irregularities. (Commentary: Sec.
A.4.1.7. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.4)
DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing around all
diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in either major plan dimension.
(Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.8. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.5)
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Flexible Diaphragms
C

NC

N/A

U

CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm chords. (Commentary:
Sec. A.4.1.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.2)
STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight sheathed diaphragms have aspect ratios less than
1-to-1 in the direction being considered. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 12 ft consist of wood structural
panels or diagonal sheathing. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally sheathed
or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have horizontal spans less than 30 ft and
aspect ratios less than or equal to 3-to-1. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
Roof diaphragm spans 45’ at the auditorium.

OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragm does not consist of a system other than wood,
metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.7.1. Tier 2: Sec.
5.6.5)

High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Very Low, Low, and Moderate
Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

U

PROPORTIONS: The height-to-thickness ratio of the unreinforced infill walls at each story
is less than 8. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.6.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.2)
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City of Piedmont
January 12, 2017
The following report gives our observations and opinions about the condition of the
plumbing, fire sprinkler, and mechanical system in the City Hall/Fire Station building,
Veteran’s Hall/Police Department building, Community Hall/School building, and the
Recreation building. The buildings were visited on October 21, 2016. Our observations
were limited to items that could be observed without and demolition work. Our site visit
did not include any functional tests or other testing of equipment to determine if it was
operating properly. In some cases, certain mechanical areas were not available for
observation on the day of the site visit. Our observations are as follows:

A.

Veteran’s Hall/Police Department Building:
1.

2.

Description:
a.

The plumbing piping systems are fairly old and have been modified
with different fixtures over the years. The plumbing fixtures are not
as water conserving as those in modern buildings.

b.

The building does not have a fire sprinkler system.

c.

The building has moderately old mechanical equipment. The
systems appear to be split air conditioning systems with gas fired
furnaces and condensing units. The HVAC systems are relatively
inefficient compared to those is newer buildings.

Conditions that are not functioning and need Immediate
repair/replacement:
a.

Veteran’s Hall:
1.

The temperature and pressure relief valve off of the water
heater has been modified and likely does not meet the
manufacturer’s installation guidelines.

2.

The capacity of the HVAC system appears to be marginal for
large gatherings.

3.

The HVAC system appears to lack sufficient outside air
ventilation as required by current building codes.

City of Piedmont Conditions Assessment
January 12, 2017

b.

3.

4.

The existing ductwork is not insulated as required.

5.

There are miscellaneous gas and condensate drain pipes
that lack proper restraint.

Police Department:
1.

The hot water and hot water return piping is not fully
insulated.

2.

The water heaters block access to the suspended gas fired
duct furnace.

3.

There are miscellaneous gas and condensate drain pipes
that lack proper restraint.

Conditions that would get addressed as a “CIP” (Capital Improvement
Project):
a.

b.

4.
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Veteran’s Hall:
1.

The plumbing fixtures do not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building does not have fire sprinkler protection. Fire
sprinklers should be added.

Police Department:
1.

The plumbing fixtures do not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building does not have fire sprinkler protection. Fire
sprinklers should be added.

Building elements that require a longer-term review and monitoring:
a.

Veteran’s Hall:
1.

The building appears to have substandard ventilation rates.
In addition, the mechanical equipment is not very efficient by
today’s standards. When the mechanical systems need
replacement, one consistent higher efficiency mechanical
system type should be installed that addresses zoning,
ventilation, and consistent air temperature control.
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2.

b.
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Some of the existing HVAC equipment uses R-22 refrigerant
which has been phased out. This equipment should be
replaced when it becomes maintenance intensive.

Police Department:
1.

The building appears to have substandard ventilation rates.
In addition, the mechanical equipment is not very efficient by
today’s standards. When the mechanical systems need
replacement, one consistent higher efficiency mechanical
system type should be installed that addresses zoning,
ventilation, and consistent air temperature control.

2.

Some of the existing HVAC equipment uses R-22 refrigerant
which has been phased out. This equipment should be
replaced when it becomes maintenance intensive.

P.O. Box 3103, Rohnert Park, Ca. 94927
www.brokawdesign.com
September 11, 2017
Mitch Conner
ArchiLOGIX Design and Development Strategies
50 Santa Rosa Ave, Ste 400
Santa Rosa, Ca 95404

City of Piedmont PCA – Veterans Hall
INTRODUCTION
This study was commissioned to address the existing condition of the electrical service,
distribution, lighting and fire life safety systems of the existing facilities. This report notes the
existing condition of the building services and the ability to meet the needs of continued use of
the facility for the foreseeable future.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
1. Electrical Power Service
a. The building electrical main service is provided by PG&E and feeds an exterior 400ampere main switchboard with a service voltage of 120/240V, single-phase, and is
located north of the building. The condition of the panel is unknown but assumed
to be near the end of its useful life.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. The building has had improvements to some areas of the building and much of the
building is what appears to be original and poor condition.
b. Electrical distribution is accomplished at 120/240V, single phase to surface or flush
mounted panelboards throughout the facility. The panels are varying in age
depending on location.
c. The service equipment is at end of its useful life.
3. Telephone/Data Service and Distribution
a. There are telecommunications services to the building but no observable service
provider was apparent. The telecommunication services for the buildings are fed
underground to interior located main points of entry (MPOE). There is no main
telephone/data room.
b. Voice data wiring is a mixture of methods and ratings apparently installed to keep
up with expansion. Industry standard Main Distribution and intermediate
distribution rooms are not present. Industry standard materials and methods are
required for future growth.
4. Lighting Systems – Figure 1a thru 1d
www.brokawdesign.com

a. Interior general Lighting Fixtures – Interior lighting fixtures are a mix of fluorescent
and incandescent. Original decorative fixtures remain but would require
replacement to meet current energy compliant needs.
b. Main Hall – There are old basic incandescent flood lighting on tracks controlled by
room dimmers located back stage.
c. Interior general Lighting Controls – Interior lighting controls are line voltage toggle
switches and generally out of date.
d. Stage and hall lighting control – The controls are Lutron dimmer racks. They are
older and functioning but out of date.
e. Exterior Lighting Fixtures – Exterior lighting is accomplished with building mounted
fixtures. There is a variety of different fixtures and lamp sources including
incandescent, fluorescent and HID.
f.

Emergency Lighting – Compliant egress lighting was not observed.

g. Exit Signage – Exit signs are scarce within the building.
5. Fire Alarm System
a. There is no central fire alarm system in the facility. A strobe exists in the kitchen
area connected to the stove fire suppressions system.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. The branch circuits are a mix of concealed and surface mounted boxes/conduit.
Surface raceway is also being utilized. The branch circuits are of varying ages and
have been added to over time. In the building, some branch circuitry is in a state of
disrepair. The building branch wiring is at or near the end of its useful life.
b. Kitchen wiring is in fair condition.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered presuming that the facility will be renovated to
serve future needs:
1. Electrical Power Service
a. Even though the main electrical service equipment appears to be functional and
without noted deficiencies, it should be replaced with new equipment as parts for
this equipment
b. In the event of electric service equipment replacement, coordination with PG&E
will be required and the service entrance would need to be upgraded to the
current utility company standards.
2. Electrical Distribution
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a. It is recommended to replace old panelboards with new panelboards and new
feeders. Branch circuitry of these replaced panels will need to comply with the
latest Title 24 standards for circuit disaggregation.
b. Newer panelboards in the facility are recommended.
3. Telephone Service and Distribution
a. If additional telephone lines are required by the facility, it is recommended to
coordinate with the serving utility.
b. It is recommended that a dedicated room for telephone and data services is
provided.
4. Lighting Systems
a. It is recommended to replace the existing interior lighting fixtures. New light
fixtures should have energy efficient lamping, multi-level controls and shut-off that
meet current energy codes.
b. It is recommended to provide new interior lighting controls and daylight controls
that will meet current energy codes.
c. It is recommended to provide exit signs and egress lighting to clearly indicate exit
paths.
d. Modern stage lighting and control systems are recommended.
5. Fire Alarm System
a. It is recommended to provide a fire alarm and notification system throughout the
facility.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. It is recommended branch circuitry and provide new branch circuitry in the facility.
7. Data Systems
a. It is recommended to provide a new dedicated and secured server room with
adequate clearances, ventilation and power circuits.
b. It is recommended that the server room be fed from a different panel than that
which serves other spaces.
c. A new ground bar with dedicated ground wire tied to the electrical service
equipment should be provided in the new server room. All racks and ladder trays
should be grounded to the ground bar.
d. With the increasing bandwidth required by the latest IT equipment, building
station cabling should be upgraded to minimum Category 6 UTP. Cable. Distances
from patch panels to data outlet should not exceed 295 feet and should not be
allowed in the proximity of power cables. Each station cable should be “home run”
(no splices or cross connection points) between jacks and patch panels. The
Building voice and data system should be installed to meet EIA/TIA Standards. All
openings or raceway transitions through firewalls and floors should utilize UL listed
fire-rated penetrations. After installation, all new cabling should be tested to
ensure that it achieves the manufacturer’s rated transmission rates.
8. Distribution Studies
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a. It is recommended that the existing Ampere Interrupting Current (AIC) rating of the
system be verified with the Utility Company. New equipment should be designed
to accommodate the AIC values given by the Utility Company.
b. An AIC coordination study of all protective devices should be performed for all
existing and new circuit breakers on the facility.

Michael Burke,
Principal

BrokawDesign
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Figure 1a

Figure 1b
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Figure 1c

Figure 1d
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POLICE DEPARTMENT AND VETERAN'S HALL FLOOR PLANS

NTS

1

ADA EVALUATION REPORT – POLICE DEPARTMENT
403 Highland Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
In December 2016, Coastland Civil Engineering, Inc. (CCE) performed evaluations of several City buildings for
compliance with ADA guidelines. CCE evaluated both public and employee access areas of the selected
buildings and path of travel from the public way to the buildings (property line assumed at edge of
sidewalk). This report has been prepared to identify and prioritize existing deficiencies and where possible,
provide a cost-effective approach to remedy these deficiencies.
General Building Description
On December 9, 2016, CCE evaluated the Police Department building, circa 1950, located at 403 Highland
Avenue, in Piedmont, California. The area evaluated is the first floor of the building that houses the Police
Department and the Veterans Hall. Areas reviewed include a lobby, offices, kitchen, restrooms, a briefing
room, booking room and IT/server room.
FINDINGS
Public Access
Access to the building is from the public way at Highland Avenue. The entry way leads from the curb cut at a
6% grade making it non-compliant. The front door is accessed via two different stairways that are noncompliant due to lack of handrail extensions and contrasting color strips at the nose of the steps. The front
door itself is compliant and is equipped with a power operator. In the lobby the pay phone is mounted
above ADA requirements. The front counter is also higher than allowed.
Employee Access
The majority of the door openings and in some cases hardware in this facility are non-compliant. The stairs
to the property room are non-compliant due to hand rail requirements. Both sets of men’s/women’s
restrooms are non-compliant, in particular those adjacent to the locker rooms.
The kitchen cabinets are too high for compliance.
The threshold out of the exterior booking room door is grossly out of compliance. As well as are the exterior
doors under the overhang which we understand are currently not used. Leading past these doors under the
overhang towards the Fire Department are a very irregular set of stairs that are completely non-compliant.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend adjusting the grade of the walkway from the public way. For the stairs, augment the hand rails
to include hand rail extensions and provide contrasting colored strips at the stair noses. Inside the lobby,
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remount the pay phone so that the coin slot is no higher than 48” from a front approach and lower the front
counter to a maximum of 34” above finished floor.
For employee access areas, change all the door hardware to compliant hardware and adjust all door widths to a
32” net clear width. Verify that all electrical outlets are at least 15” minimum and adjust all electrical light
switches to a maximum of 48” above finished floor. We suggest all interior handrails be adjusted. All restrooms
in general are non-compliant, and we recommend reconfiguring them to provide compliant fixtures, spaces and
clearances.
We recommend reworking the thresholds on all side and rear doors to bring into compliance. The steps at the
rear and south side of the building should be reconfigured to compliant steps or ramp.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This building built in the 1950’s, has many obstacles. The majority are interior, however, the exterior creates
some challenges as well. Given the configuration of this building in conjunction with Veterans Hall we believe
these obstacles are manageable and could be worthwhile especially if performed as part of a building
renovation project.
For additional information and pictures please see the attached ADA Building Access Spreadsheet.
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ADA EVALUATION REPORT – VETERANS HALL
401 Highland Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
In December 2016, Coastland Civil Engineering, Inc. (CCE) performed evaluations of several City buildings for
compliance with ADA guidelines. CCE evaluated both public and employee access areas of the selected
buildings and path of travel from the public way to the buildings (property line assumed at edge of
sidewalk). This report has been prepared to identify and prioritize existing deficiencies and where possible,
provide a cost-effective approach to remedy these deficiencies.
General Building Description
On December 9, 2016, CCE evaluated the Veterans Hall Building, circa 1950, located at 401 Highland Avenue,
in Piedmont, California. The Veterans Hall is the second floor of the building that houses the Police
Department and incorporates a stage, assembly room, kitchen and the Piedmont Education office.
FINDINGS
Public Access
The Veterans Hall has access from grade on both Highland and Vista Avenues. The approach to the main
entry is from the public way on Highland Avenue. It is an exposed aggregate concrete walk with varying
degrees of slope and cross-slope leading to a set of stairs which are non-compliant due to lack of tread nose
contrasting color, hand rail extensions and lack of signage indicating an alternate path of travel. This walk
also connects to the public way on Vista Avenue, which provides access to an existing ramp. The slope and
cross slope of the existing ramp are within tolerances. The top landing is not 60” wide and therefore does
not meet the requirement for landings. The bottom of the ramp terminates at the public sidewalk which
must also be 60” wide. The ramp requires hand rails on both sides.
The landing at the front door entrance is compliant, however, it is equipped with a non-operable electric
door opener and is missing the International Accessibility Sign at the door.
The men’s restroom has clearance issues at the sinks, and accessories need to be adjusted. In the women’s
restroom, there were various issues from counter heights to toilet sidewall clearances as well as accessories’
placement.
The entire kitchen is non-compliant, including the doors. The stage stairs are also non-compliant and provide
the only access to the stage. The drinking fountain is non-compliant.
The stairs at the back of the kitchen exiting the building are non-compliant by current standards.
Employee Access
With the exception of the Educational Office, the Veterans Hall is open to the public and for public use.
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The door to the Education Office has non-compliant hardware and the locker room has non-compliant
electrical switch outlet elevations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend addressing barriers impeding access to the entrance of the building, including: signage, hand
rails, landings, and the electrical door opener. Within the building the restrooms fixes are relatively minor
besides relocating the women’s room toilet to meet ADA clearances. The drinking fountain will need to be
replaced, access to the stage needs to be provided, and the kitchen needs at least one counter at a maximum
height of 34” and new kitchen entry doors.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Overall this 1950’s building is not far off from being compliant. The most extensive improvements would be the
front access ramp landings, the women’s restroom toilet, and the swing doors in the kitchen.

For additional information and pictures please see the attached ADA Building Access Spreadsheet.
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Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Element
Exterior (Main Entrance)
From Street
From Parking
Signage
Entry Access

Police Department
Building Access

Compliance
Yes
No
x
x
NA
x
x

Evaluation / Proposed Action
Sidewalk from curb cut exceeds slope. Adjust slope at side walk &
curb ramp.
Stair handrails non-compliant. Replace handrails, with extensions,
provide non-slip surface and contrasting strip on tread noses.

Landings/Ramp

x

See pictures 0283—0292.

Stairs

x

Side walk at 6% from corner approach.

Building (1st Floor)
Entry doors

x

Width

x

Threshold

x

Hardware

x

Opening Effort

x

403 Highland Avenue

Areas not accessible to this survey:
1. Locker room, 2. Armory, 3. Property room, 4. Record/file room

Power door operator.

Lobby
Pay phone

x

Front customer counter

x

Pay phone at 53”. See picture 0294. Lower phone so that coin slot is
no higher than 48” ( front approach)
Front customer counter at 48”. See picture 0293. Lower counter to
34” or add additional at lower elevation.

Police Employee Area
Dispatch

x

Computer server room
Stairs and hall to
property room and
server room
Hallway to men’s
restroom next to
dispatch

x

Picture 0298.
x

x

Men’s restroom

x

Admin offices
Four individual office
doors in Admin
Restrooms adjacent
locker rooms are noncompliant

x
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Door opening width 30”. See picture 0295. Replace door with a door
that affords 32” min clear opening.

x
x

Hall width 36.5”. Stairs are non-compliant (handrail). See pictures
0296 and 0297.
31” door to men’s restroom Replace door with a door that affords
32” min. clear opening. No signage. No accessible toilet stall.
Remodel to compliant state. Non-compliant sink. Provide sink that
meets knee clearance.
Switches, outlets and thermostats are at non-compliant elevations.
Raise outlets to 15” min. and lower switches to 48” max.
30” door openings. Replace with doors that provide a 32” min clear
opening.
Completely non-compliant. Remodel restrooms to compliant state or
consider unisex.

Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Police Department
Building Access

403 Highland Avenue

Briefing room door

x

31” opening. See picture 0304.

Kitchen door

x

Kitchen cabinets

x

Rear exit door/booking

x

30.5” opening.
35.5” high x 25” deep. Provide a 30” wide by 34” high work surface
at kitchen. ADA standards 804.3.
1” high threshold (picture 0305). Exterior ramp 52” wide and slope
was below 5%. Replace threshold to max height of .5”.

Exterior Lower Level
Threshold lower level

x

Exceeds ½”. See pictures 0337 and 0338.

Steps to driveway

x

No hand rail or guard rails. See pictures 0336 and 0335.

Veteran Hall stairs

x

Also see Veterans Hall report and picture 0336.

Comments:
See Appendix A for pictures.
See Appendix B for Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities.

Estimated Cost

Total Est. Cost
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Notes

Priority

APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0283

#0284
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0285

#0286
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0287

#0288
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0289

#0290
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0291

#0292
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0294

#0293
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0295

#0298
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0296

#0297
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0304

#0305
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0337

#0338
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APPENDIX A
Police Department – Pictures

#0336

#0335
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
Police Department

Coastland suggests addressing the items outlined above according to the Americans with Disabilities Act
Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal. The following list is based on the four priorities (listed
below) as recommended by Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal
Projects. Our approach on determining these priorities was to focus on public areas first and employee
areas thereafter. The priorities are listed as either critical, necessary, desirable or deferrable.
Priorities per Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal Projects
1. Accessible approach and entrance
2. Access to goods and services
3. Access to restrooms
4. Any other measures necessary
CRITICAL PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Side walk from curb slope needs to be adjusted.
2. Extend handrails so that they extend 12” past bottom stair and 12” past top landing.
3. Provide non-slip surface at stairs.
4. Provide contrasting 2” colored stripe no more than 1” from the nose of all exterior steps.
5. Provide all accessible signage.
6. Front counter in lobby needs to be lowered to 34” above finished floor.
7. Pay phone needs to be lowered so that the coin slot is no higher than 48”.
Employee Areas
1. Rear exit door in booking - replace threshold with one with a max height of .5”.
2. Doors opening onto the covered patio - replace threshold with one with a max height of .5”.
NECESSARY PRIORITY
Employee Areas
1. Dispatch door - provide a door with 32” minimum clear opening.
2. Provide a compliant handrail with extensions at stairs located at the end of the hall way at
server room.
3. Replace all doors with doors affording a minimum 32” clear opening and lever style compliant
hardware.
4. All restrooms need to be reconfigured to be accessible. Consider unisex.
DESIRABLE PRIORITY
Employee Areas
1. Exterior lower level door - replace threshold with one with a max height of .5”.
2. Steps off covered patio area - provide guard and hand rails.
DESIRABLE/DEFERRABLE PRIORITIES
Employee Areas
1. Kitchen cabinets - provide a 30” wide by 34” high work surface.
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Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Element
Exterior (Front)
Approach to stairs

Veterans Hall
Building Access

Compliance
Yes
No
x

Hand rails at front
steps
Ramp surface

x
x

Ramp hand rails

x

Ramp signage

x

Building Entrance
Entrance surface

x

Door threshold

x

Door Hardware

x

Opening pressure
No international
accessibility sign

x
x

x

Sink

x

Toilet compartment

x

Drinking Fountain

x

Piedmont Education
Office Entrance
Hardware
Locker room for
Education Center

x
x

Women’s Restroom
Door
Lobby coat room
counter
Toilet compartment
Note electrical
receptacles
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Evaluation / Proposed Action
The exposed aggregate surface at courtyard has a running slope of
4.3% and cross slope of 3.2%. See pictures 0308, 0309, 0310. Add
sign to entrance directing accessible persons to ramp.
Hand rail has no extension at top and bottom; no contrasting tread
noses. See pictures 0307 and 0308. Replace handrails with compliant
railing; add contrasting stripe at tread noses.
Slope and cross slope are within tolerances. See picture 0311. Width
greater than 48”wide.
No rails with rise greater than 6” rise and longer than 6’. Add railing
to both sides.
No signage at street or at the exit from the building. Add accessible
directional signage.
See picture 0312 for entrance.

Men’s Restroom
Door

401 Highland Avenue

Door equipped with auto opener – non-operable. Door exceeds 5lbs.
Repair auto opener.
Add sign to door adjacent to strike side or as close as possible.

See picture 0318.
Door width is 32”. Relocate fire extinguisher
Too deep, inadequate leg space no protection at plumbing. ADA
606.5. Replace sink with correct knee clearance ADA 306.3
Toilet paper dispenser, toilet seat cover dispenser too high and no
coat hook. Relocate or add per ADA Standards Chapter 6.
Non-accessible drinking fountain. See picture 0317. Replace fountain
with compliant fixture. Maintain a 30x48 approach compliant with
11B-601.
See picture 0320.
Round door knobs. Change hardware to a lever, loop or push
hardware per ADA stand 404.2.7. Also, electrical receptacles and
switches are not at an accessible height. Lower switches to 48”, raise
outlets to 15”.
See picture 0321.

x
x
x
x

See picture 0325. Counter is 36” high. Lower to 34”
See pictures 0323 & 0324. Toilet is 19” to center from side wall. ADA
standards 16-18, CA standards 17-18”. Toilet paper dispenser
location not compliant. Relocate dispenser. Compartment door not
self-closing. Adjust door.

Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Veterans Hall
Building Access

Kitchen (Non-Accessible)

x

Cabinets
Double swing doors
Kitchen Back door

x
x

Stairs at Back door

Stage Stairs

x

x

401 Highland Avenue

Electrical outlets non-compliant due to elevation. See picture 0326
Adjust heights.
Cabinets are over 36”. No adjustable cabinets. See pics 0332, 0333,
& 0334. 34” maximum is compliant.
See picture 0327. Doors are 31” wide. Replace with 32” min clear
opening doors.
36” opening.
Handrail/ guard rail at 38” and single sided hand rail on lower run of
stairs missing extensions. See pictures 0328, 0329 & 0331. Replace
with compliant.
Non-compliant hand rails. No picture. Provide accessible stairs or
ramp to stage.

Comments:
See Appendix A for pictures.
PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accessible approach and entrance
Access to goods and services
Access to public toilet rooms
Access to other items such as water fountains and public telephones

Estimated Cost

Total Est. Cost
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Notes

Priority

APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0308

#0309
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0310

#0307
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0311

#0312
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0318

#0317
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0320

#0321
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0325

#0323
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0324

#0326
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0332

#0333
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0334

#0327
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0328

#0329
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APPENDIX A
Veterans Hall – Pictures

#0331
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
Veterans Hall
Coastland suggests addressing the items outlined above according to the Americans with Disabilities Act
Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal. The following list is based on the four priorities (listed
below) as recommended by Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal
Projects. Our approach on determining these priorities was to focus on public areas first and employee
areas thereafter. The priorities are listed as either critical, necessary, desirable or deferrable.
Priorities per Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal Projects
1. Accessible approach and entrance
2. Access to goods and services
3. Access to restrooms
4. Any other measures necessary
CRITICAL PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Add accessible sign at stair entrance indicating accessible path of travel towards ramp.
2. Replace handrails with compliant railing and extensions; add contrasting stripe at tread noses.
3. At ramp - provide railing on both sides and signage.
4. In general, add accessible signage throughout.
5. Front door - repair or replace the auto door opener and install international accessibility
symbol at door.
NECESSARY PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Men’s restroom - provide compliant sink that affords knee clearance. Adjust all accessories.
2. Lobby - provide compliant drinking fountain.
3. Women’s restroom - adjust counter to 34” maximum height. Relocate toilet to provide 17”18” clearance from sidewall. Adjust all accessories.
4. Kitchen - provide a countertop that is 34” maximum above finished floor. Replace the two 31”
doors with compliant doors.
Employee Areas
1. At Piedmont Education Office - change hardware on door to compliant.
DESIRABLE PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Women’s restroom - adjust door to accessible stall to be self-closing.
2. Kitchen stairs at back door - adjust handrail and guard rails to compliant height.
3. Stage - provide compliant access to stage.
Employee Areas
1. At Piedmont Education Office - lower the electrical switches to 48” maximum and raise
electrical outlets to 15” minimum.
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City of Piedmont
Visual Observations of Building Exteriors
Wednesday, April 19, 2017

Veterans and Police Building
No Reported Leaks or visual water damage
Windows and Doors
The lower level windows are aluminum framed, dual glazed windows. The second-floor windows are a
combination of steel framed, single pane windows and aluminum storefront. The aluminum and steel
windows are not as energy efficient as a modern vinyl / fiberglass window. It is beyond the extent of
this report to analyze the cost savings through energy efficiencies and the subsequent payback period of
replacing these windows. The estimated cost to replace all the aluminum and steel windows is
$100,000.
The existing aluminum storefront system appears to be in good condition. There are ADA and current
code compliance issues that are needed for all exit doors. Window sealants and caulking appear in
good condition. Cost to upgrade exit doors is estimated to be $20,000.

Roof
It is recommended that a qualified roofing consultant be engaged to inspect the roof thoroughly.
The roofing appears to be concrete tile roof. An installation of clay roof tiles can be expected to last 5075 years if properly installed and maintained. There are a few tiles that need replacing or reattachment. The gutters and downspouts appear to be in good condition. There are a few locations
where the gutters are showing signed of leaking.

Exterior Paint
The exterior paint and caulking is in good condition. The exterior is masonry block with a painted
coating. It appears that the building has been painted within the last 5 years. While the paint appears
in good condition there are areas that have visual mold growth.
The recommendation is to power wash, re-caulk and touch up paint where necessary. Approximate cost
for this work $20,000.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TO:

John Wanger, PE
Coastland Civil Engineering
1400 Neotomas Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

FROM:

Mitch Conner

DATE:

September 5, 2017

RE:

City of Piedmont
Property Condition Assessments (PCA)
Community Hall and Day Care Facility

John,
The following condensed information is organized by each building evaluated as part of the property
condition assessment specific consultant's scope of work.
Structural Engineering
• The current building appears in general conformance with the record drawings. The building is
well maintained with no structural deterioration observed.
• Analyze seismic performance due to assembly use; Review and analyze capacity of original
systems, strengthen as necessary;
• Update Geotech information for future review of foundation design due to geologic hazards
Mechanical Engineer (HVAC, plumbing and fire protection)
• HVAC – outside air per code not compliant
• Undersized exhaust fans per code
• Plumbing fixtures that aren't water conserving
• No fire sprinkler protection
• Kitchen make-up air doesn’t meet code
• No air conditioning
Electrical Engineering
• Power system reaching end of useful life
• Power distribution is original and poor condition
• Telephone, Data service, and distribution require added capacity for expansion; no main room
• Lighting Systems are a combination of lamp types and do not meet energy compliance
• New panel board recommended with branch circuiting that meeting T-24
• Lighting and daylighting controls recommended meeting energy codes
• Stage lighting and controls need replacing
• Exit signs and egress lighting required
• Provide fire alarm and notification system throughout

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New branch wire circuiting
Data systems need to be updated clearances, ventilation and power circuits
Increase bandwidth for latest IT equipment
Emergency generator still useful – test for continued use
Panels vary in age; new panel board recommended with branch circuiting that meeting T-24
Replace existing light fixtures, for efficiency, multi-level control and shut off. Provide interior
lighting and daylighting controls
Exit signs and egress lighting required
Provide fire alarm and notification system throughout
Provide new branch circuitry in most of the facility
New stage lighting and controls
Data systems need to be updated clearances, ventilation and power circuits
Increase bandwidth for latest IT equipment
New equipment should be designed to accommodate AIC values from Utility Company
AIC coordination of protective devices performed for existing and new circuit breakers

ARCHILOGIX

50 Santa Rosa Avenue, Ste. 400, Santa Rosa, CA 95404

(T) 707.636.0646 (F) 707.636.0644

CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont Community Building
711 Highland Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611.

INTRODUCTION
A general condition assessment structural review of the building located at 711 Highland Ave., Piedmont,
CA (see Appendix B: Location Map) was performed as requested by Archilogix. This review was based
on one site visit completed on October 21, 2016 to visually review the general condition of the structure.
The following documents were provided for review:
•

Piedmont Community Center main floor and basement plans dated June 1971. Appear to be city
drawn reference plans, un-annotated.

•

Piedmont Community Hall Interior Renovations drawings dated November 14, 1990 by Kurtzman
and Stein Architects and Planners.

•

Piedmont Community Center Lower Level Remodel drawings dated October 7, 1993 by Roland
E. Lazzarotto AIA.

•

No other documents related to the building structure were provided.

The current engineering standard used for this report is ASCE 41-13 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of
Existing Buildings. This document represents the culmination of decades of study regarding how
buildings perform in seismic events. It considers the many different configurations and materials used in
buildings and how they interact to resist seismic loads. ASCE 41 provides quick checklists for a variety of
structural systems to help quantify potential deficiencies. The scope of this report did not include a
detailed assessment and completion of the checklists, but the checklists were used to aid in preparing the
findings and recommendations below. The checklists are included in Appendix C.
STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
General Site Description
The community Center is located on a sloping site in Piedmont Park at the corner of Highland Ave. and
Magnolia Ave. The main entrance is on the east side, with a lower level entrance on the west side.
Structural System and Materials Description
General
The date of the original building construction is unknown, and estimated to be 1920s to 1950s. The
renovations did not have any structural work associated with them. The building is primarily a large
assembly room on the main floor with restrooms and kitchen facilities. The site slopes down from the atgrade main entry, creating a lower partial basement area, accessed at the back of the building. The upper
hall is utilized by the community for various events, and the lower level houses a preschool. The framing
descriptions below are based mostly on speculation due to lack of original documents.
Roof Framing
The roof appears to be wood framed, with heavy timber trusses exposed in the hall. The roofs are sloped
and support heavy clay tile. There is a tall brick chimney at the north end of the hall. There is also a
chimney at the back wall of the hall; its material is unknown. There are large flat roof/deck areas at the
north and south ends of the hall that enlarges the basement area below.
Second Floor Framing
The floor is assumed to be wood framed. There are two rows of wood columns in the basement below the
hall that suggest wood joist and beam system.

CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont Community Building
711 Highland Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611.

Walls
The walls are stucco and assumed to be wood framed. No information regarding sheathing was found.
Seismic Force-Resisting System
The primary lateral load system appears to be wood framed roof and floor diaphragms and shear walls.
Ground Floor and Foundations
No information was available for the foundations.
Field Verification and Condition Assessment
The current building appears to be in general conformance with the remodel drawings. The building is
well maintained and no structural deterioration was observed.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following items of structural interest were observed during site review of the structure (see Appendix
A: Images). Items are listed in order of structural significance.
1. SEISMIC PERFORMANCE: The lack of structural documentation hinders a comprehensive
understanding of the seismic safety of the building. Since it is used as an assembly space, a full
seismic evaluation is recommended.
RECOMMENDATION: Provide full review and documentation of existing structural conditions.
Analyze the demand and capacity of original systems and strengthen critical elements if needed.
Some destructive investigation and material testing may be needed if more original structural
construction information is not found. Potential implications include enhanced shear walls and
wood diaphragms, as well as improved structural connections.
2. GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW: The building in on a hillside site, only one mile from the Hayward
Fault.
RECOMMENDATION: A full geotechnical and geological investigation is recommended to
identify potential geologic hazards. Buildings located near faults can experience more severe
shaking, with a hillside condition further impacting the earthquake forces. Information from
geotechnical report would directly impact the seismic forces used in a detailed structural analysis.
CLOSING
The structural review is based on that which was plainly visible at time of site review and available original
structural drawings. No attempt was made to uncover hidden conditions or perform any destructive or
non-destructive testing. The items discussed in this report are subject to revision should more information
become available. No structural analysis for loads or capacities was performed under the scope of this
review.
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We understand you may have questions regarding this evaluation and we are available for comment and
explanations. Please call with any questions you may have. Thank you for choosing ZFA Structural
Engineers to assist you with this building condition assessment.

Robin Wendler, SE
Principal

Kevin Zucco, SE
Executive Principal
ZFA Structural Engineers
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APPENDIX A – IMAGES
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Image 1: Main Entrance – East Elevation

Image 2: South Elevation – Basement Entrance
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APPENDIX B – MAPS AND PLANS
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Location Map
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Elevations
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Main Floor Plan

Basement Floor Plan
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APPENDIX C – ASCE 41 Tier 1 Checklists
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16.1.2LS Life Safety Basic Configuration Checklist
This Basic Configuration Checklist shall be completed for all building types, except buildings in very low
seismicity, being evaluated to the Life Safety Performance Level. Once this checklist has been
completed, complete the appropriate building type checklist for the desired seismic performance level as
shown in Table 4-7. Tier 1 evaluation shall include on-site investigation and condition assessment as
required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC),
Unknown (U), or Not Applicable (N/A) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that
are acceptable according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements
identify issues that require further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being
evaluated. For non-compliant and unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose
to conduct further investigation using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding
section numbers are in parentheses following each evaluation statement.
C16.1.2LS

Life Safety Basic Configuration Checklist

For buildings in low, moderate, and high seismicity the following evaluation statements represent general configuration
issues applicable for most building based on observed earthquake structural damage during actual earthquakes. This
checklist should be completed for all buildings in low, moderate, and high seismicity for Life Safety Performance Level.
The section numbers in parentheses following each evaluation statement refer to the commentary in Appendix A regarding
the statement’s purpose and the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedures. If additional information on the evaluation
statement is required, refer to the commentary in the Tier 2 procedure for that evaluation statement.

Low Seismicity
Building System
General
C

NC

N/A

U

LOAD PATH: The structure shall contain a complete, well defined load path,
including structural elements and connections, that serves to transfer the inertial
forces associated with the mass of all elements of the building to the foundation.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.1)
ADJACENT BUILDINGS: The clear distance between the building being
evaluated and any adjacent building is greater than 4% of the height of the shorter
building. This statement shall not apply for the following building types: W1, W1A,
and W2. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.2)
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MEZZANINES: Interior mezzanine levels are braced independently from the main
structure or are anchored to the seismic-force-resisting elements of the main
structure. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.3)

Building Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U

WEAK STORY: The sum of the shear strengths of the seismic-force-resisting
system in any story in each direction is not less than 80% of the strength in the
adjacent story above. (Commentary: Sec. A2.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.1)
SOFT STORY: The stiffness of the seismic-force-resisting system in any story is
not less than 70% of the seismic-force-resisting system stiffness in an adjacent
story above or less than 80% of the average seismic-force-resisting system
stiffness of the three stories above. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.3. Tier 2: Sec.
5.4.2.2)
VERTICAL IRREGULARITIES: All vertical elements in the seismic-force-resisting
system are continuous to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.4. Tier 2: Sec.
5.4.2.3)
GEOMETRY: There are no changes in the net horizontal dimension of the
seismic-force-resisting system of more than 30% in a story relative to adjacent
stories, excluding one-story penthouses and mezzanines. (Commentary: Sec.
A.2.2.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.4)
MASS: There is no change in effective mass more than 50% from one story to the
next. Light roofs, penthouses, and mezzanines need not be considered.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.6. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.5)
TORSION: The estimated distance between the story center of mass and the
story center of rigidity is less than 20% of the building width in either plan
dimension. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.7. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.6)

Medium Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low Seismicity
Geologic Site Hazards
C

NC

N/A

U

LIQUEFACTION: Liquefaction-susceptible, saturated, loose granular soils that
could jeopardize the building’s seismic performance shall not exist in the
foundation soils at depths within 50 ft under the building. (Commentary: Sec.
A.6.1.1. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SLOPE FAILURE: The building site is sufficiently remote from potential
earthquake-induced slope failures or rockfalls to be unaffected by such failures or
is capable of accommodating any predicted movements without failure.
(Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.2. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
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SURFACE FAULT RUPTURE: Surface fault rupture and surface displacement at
the building site are not anticipated. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.3. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)

High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low and Moderate
Seismicity
Foundation Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U

OVERTURNING: The ratio of the least horizontal dimension of the seismic-forceresisting system at the foundation level to the building height (base/height) is
greater than 0.6Sa. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.3)
TIES BETWEEN FOUNDATION ELEMENTS: The foundation has ties adequate
to resist seismic forces where footings, piles, and piers are not restrained by
beams, slabs, or soils classified as Site Class A, B, or C. (Commentary: Sec.
A.6.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.4)

16.3LS Building Type W2
Life Safety Structural Checklist For Building Type W2: Wood Frames, Commercial And Industrial
This Life Safety Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 4-7 and where the
building configuration complies with the description of W2 building type defined in Table 3-1. Tier 1
evaluation shall include on-site investigation and condition assessment as required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC),
Not Applicable (N/A), or Unknown (U) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that
are acceptable according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements
identify issues that require further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being
evaluated. For non-compliant and unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose
to conduct further investigation using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding
section numbers are in parentheses following each evaluation statement.
C16.3LS

Life Safety Structural Checklist for Building Type W2

Building Type W2
These buildings are commercial or industrial buildings with a floor area of 5,000 square feet or more. There are few, if any,
interior walls. The floor and roof framing consists of wood or steel trusses, glulam or steel beams, and wood posts or steel
columns. Seismic forces are resisted by wood diaphragms and exterior stud walls sheathed with plywood, oriented strand
board, stucco, plaster, straight or diagonal wood sheathing, or braced with rod bracing. Wall openings for storefronts and
garages, where present, are framed by post-and-beam framing.
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Low and Moderate Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

U

REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principal direction is
greater than or equal to 2. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.1.1)
SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the shear walls, calculated using
the Quick Check procedure of Section 4.5.3.3, is less than the following values
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.1):
Structural panel sheathing
1,000 lb/ft
Diagonal sheathing
700 lb/ft
Straight sheathing
100 lb/ft
All other conditions
100 lb/ft
STUCCO (EXTERIOR PLASTER) SHEAR WALLS: Multi-story buildings do not
rely on exterior stucco walls as the primary seismic-force-resisting system.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
GYPSUM WALLBOARD OR PLASTER SHEAR WALLS: Interior plaster or
gypsum wallboard are not used as shear walls on buildings more than one story
high with the exception of the uppermost level of a multistory building.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Narrow wood shear walls with an aspect ratio
greater than 2-to-1 are not used to resist seismic forces. (Commentary: Sec.
A.3.2.7.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
WALLS CONNECTED THROUGH FLOORS: Shear walls have an interconnection
between stories to transfer overturning and shear forces through the floor.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.2)
HILLSIDE SITE: For structures that are taller on at least one side by more than
one-half story because of a sloping site, all shear walls on the downhill slope have
an aspect ratio less than 1-to-1. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.6. Tier 2: Sec.
5.5.3.6.3)
CRIPPLE WALLS: Cripple walls below first-floor-level shear walls are braced to
the foundation with wood structural panels. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.7. Tier 2:
Sec. 5.5.3.6.4)
OPENINGS: Walls with openings greater than 80% of the length are braced with
wood structural panel shear walls with aspect ratios of not more than 1.5-to-1 or
are supported by adjacent construction through positive ties capable of
transferring the seismic forces. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.8. Tier 2: Sec.
5.5.3.6.5)
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Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

WOOD POSTS: There is a positive connection of wood posts to the foundation.
(Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.3)
WOOD SILLS: All wood sills are bolted to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec.
A.5.3.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.3)
GIRDER/COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using plates,
connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the column support.
(Commentary: Sec. A.5.4.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.4.1)

High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low and Moderate
Seismicity
Diaphragms
C

NC

N/A

U

DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: The diaphragms are not composed of split-level
floors and do not have expansion joints. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.1. Tier 2: Sec.
5.6.1.1)
ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: All chord elements are continuous, regardless of
changes in roof elevation. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.1)
DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing around all
diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in either major plan
dimension. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.8. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.5)
STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight sheathed diaphragms have aspect ratios
less than 2-to-1 in the direction being considered. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.1.
Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 ft consist of wood
structural panels or diagonal sheathing. Wood commercial and industrial buildings
may have rod-braced systems. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have horizontal spans
less than 40 ft and aspect ratios less than or equal to 4-to-1. (Commentary: Sec.
A.4.2.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragm does not consist of a system other than
wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.7.1.
Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.5)
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Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

WOOD SILL BOLTS: Sill bolts are spaced at 6 ft or less with proper edge and end
distance provided for wood and concrete. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.7. Tier 2: Sec.
5.7.3.3)

LEFLER ENGINEERING, INC.
1651 SECOND STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-4220
(415) 456-1248 (FAX)
www.leflerengineering.com

City of Piedmont
January 12, 2017
The following report gives our observations and opinions about the condition of the
plumbing, fire sprinkler, and mechanical system in the City Hall/Fire Station building,
Veteran’s Hall/Police Department building, Community Hall/School building, and the
Recreation building. The buildings were visited on October 21, 2016. Our observations
were limited to items that could be observed without and demolition work. Our site visit
did not include any functional tests or other testing of equipment to determine if it was
operating properly. In some cases, certain mechanical areas were not available for
observation on the day of the site visit. Our observations are as follows:

A.

Community Hall/School Building:
1.

Description:
a.

The plumbing piping systems are fairly old and have been modified
with different fixtures over the years. The plumbing fixtures are not
as water conserving as those in modern buildings.

b.

The building does not have a fire sprinkler system.

c.

The building has relatively new mechanical equipment. The
systems appear to have gas fired furnace heating, no cooling.
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2.

Conditions that are not functioning and need Immediate
repair/replacement:
a.

b.

3.
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Community Hall:
1.

The HVAC system appears to lack sufficient outside air
ventilation as required by current codes.

2.

The bathroom exhaust fans appear to be undersized based
on the Code and are certainly undersized in terms of
adequate performance for the application.

3.

There is noise in the women’s bathroom that should be
identified and repaired.

School Area:
1.

The HVAC system appears to lack sufficient outside air
ventilation as required by current codes.

2.

The bathroom exhaust fan appears to be undersized based
on the Code and are certainly undersized in terms of
adequate performance.

Conditions that would get addressed as a “CIP” (Capital Improvement
Project):
a.

b.

Community Hall:
1.

The plumbing fixtures do not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building area does not have fire sprinkler protection.
Fire sprinklers should be added.

3.

The kitchen area does not appear to have make-up air as
required by Code.

School Area:
1.

The plumbing fixtures do not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building does not have fire sprinkler protection. Fire
sprinklers should be added.
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4.
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Building elements that require a longer-term review and monitoring:
a.

Community Hall:
1.

b.

The building area does not have air conditioning. The
addition of air conditioning should be considered.

School Area:
1.

The building area does not have air conditioning. The
addition of air conditioning should be considered.
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September 11, 2017
Mitch Conner
ArchiLOGIX Design and Development Strategies
50 Santa Rosa Ave, Ste 400
Santa Rosa, Ca 95404

City of Piedmont PCA – Community Center
INTRODUCTION
This study was commissioned to address the existing condition of the electrical service,
distribution, lighting and fire life safety systems of the existing facilities. This report notes the
existing condition of the building services and the ability to meet the needs of continued use of
the facility for the foreseeable future.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
1. Electrical Power Service
a. The building electrical main service is provided by PG&E and feeds an exterior 200ampere main switchboard with a service voltage of 120/240V, single-phase, and is
located north of the building. The condition of the panel is unknown but assumed
to be near the end of its useful life.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. The building has had improvements to some areas of the building and much of the
building is what appears to be original and poor condition.
b. Electrical distribution is accomplished at 120/240V, single and three phase to
surface or flush mounted panelboards throughout the facility. The panels are
varying in age depending on location.
3. Telephone/Data Service and Distribution
a. There are telecommunications services to the building but no observable service
provider was apparent. The telecommunication services for the buildings are fed
underground to interior located main points of entry (MPOE). There is no main
telephone/data room.
b. Voice data wiring is a mixture of methods and ratings apparently installed to keep
up with expansion. Industry standard Main Distribution and intermediate
distribution rooms are not present. Industry standard materials and methods are
required for future growth.
c. Station cabling for the facility does not meet current EIA/TIA standards and is at
the end of its useful life.
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4. Lighting Systems
a. Interior general Lighting Fixtures – Interior lighting fixtures are a mix of fluorescent
and incandescent. Original decorative fixtures remain but would require
replacement to meet current energy compliant needs.
b. Main Hall – There are old basic incandescent flood lighting on tracks controlled by
room dimmers located back stage.
c. Interior general Lighting Controls – Interior lighting controls are line voltage toggle
switches and generally out of date.
d. Stage and hall lighting control – The controls are older Lite Lab dimmer racks. They
are older and functioning but out of date.
e. Basement class rooms have been upgraded in the recent past and are in good
condition.
f.

Exterior Lighting Fixtures – Exterior lighting is accomplished with building mounted
fixtures. There is a variety of different fixtures and lamp sources including
incandescent, fluorescent and HID.

g. Emergency Lighting – Compliant egress lighting was not observed.
h. Exit Signage – Exit signs are scarce within the building.
5. Fire Alarm System
a. There is no central fire alarm system in the facility. A strobe exists in the kitchen
area connected to the stove fire suppressions system.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. The branch circuits are a mix of concealed and surface mounted boxes/conduit.
Surface raceway is also being utilized. The branch circuits are of varying ages and
have been added to over time. In the building, some branch circuitry is in a state of
disrepair. The building branch wiring is at or near the end of its useful life.
b. Kitchen wiring is in fair condition.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered presuming that the facility will be renovated to
serve future needs:
1. Electrical Power Service
a. Even though the main electrical service equipment appears to be functional and
without noted deficiencies, it is old enough that should be replaced with new
equipment to meet the long terms use of the facility.
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b. In the event of electric service equipment replacement, coordination with PG&E
will be required and the service entrance would need to be upgraded to the
current utility company standards.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. It is recommended to replace old panelboards with new panelboards and new
feeders. Branch circuitry of these replaced panels will need to comply with the
latest Title 24 standards for circuit disaggregation.
b. Newer panelboards in the facility are recommended.
3. Telephone Service and Distribution
a. If additional telephone lines are required by the facility, it is recommended to
coordinate with the serving utility.
b. It is recommended that a dedicated room for telephone and data services is
provided.
4. Lighting Systems
a. It is recommended to replace the existing interior lighting fixtures. New light
fixtures should have energy efficient lamping, multi-level controls and shut-off that
meet current energy codes.
b. It is recommended to provide new interior lighting controls and daylight controls
that will meet current energy codes.
c. It is recommended to provide exit signs and egress lighting to clearly indicate exit
paths.
d. New stage lighting and control systems are recommended.
5. Fire Alarm System
a. It is recommended to provide a fire alarm and notification system throughout the
facility.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. It is recommended branch circuitry and provide new branch circuitry in the facility.
7. Data Systems
a. It is recommended to provide a new dedicated and secured server room with
adequate clearances, ventilation and power circuits.
b. It is recommended that the server room be fed from a different panel than that
which serves other spaces.
c. A new ground bar with dedicated ground wire tied to the electrical service
equipment should be provided in the new server room. All racks and ladder trays
should be grounded to the ground bar.
d. With the increasing bandwidth required by the latest IT equipment, building
station cabling should be upgraded to minimum Category 6 UTP. Cable. Distances
from patch panels to data outlet should not exceed 295 feet and should not be
allowed in the proximity of power cables. Each station cable should be “home run”
(no splices or cross connection points) between jacks and patch panels. The
Building voice and data system should be installed to meet EIA/TIA Standards. All
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openings or raceway transitions through firewalls and floors should utilize UL listed
fire-rated penetrations. After installation, all new cabling should be tested to
ensure that it achieves the manufacturer’s rated transmission rates.
8. Distribution Studies
a. It is recommended that the existing Ampere Interrupting Current (AIC) rating of the
system be verified with the Utility Company. New equipment should be designed
to accommodate the AIC values given by the Utility Company.
b. An AIC coordination study of all protective devices should be performed for all
existing and new circuit breakers on the facility.

Michael Burke,
Principal

BrokawDesign
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ADA EVALUATION REPORT – COMMUNITY HALL
711 Highland Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
In December 2016, Coastland Civil Engineering, Inc. (CCE) performed evaluations of several City buildings for
compliance with ADA guidelines. CCE evaluated both public and employee access areas of the selected
buildings and path of travel from the public way to the buildings (property line assumed at edge of
sidewalk). This report has been prepared to identify and prioritize existing deficiencies and where possible,
provide a cost-effective approach to remedy these deficiencies.
General Building Description
On December 12, 2016, CCE evaluated the Community Hall building, circa 1924, located at 711 Highland
Avenue, in Piedmont, California. The Community Hall is a public building including stage and kitchen which is
rented out for weddings and events. The lower floor of the building houses a City run preschool/daycare
center. Community Hall is situated in a City park with event access outside, a Tea House and limited parking.
FINDINGS
Public Access
Parking for the facility and the park is located above the park with one non-compliant accessible parking
spot and an additional non-compliant accessible parking spot adjacent to Community Hall. Stairs from the
sidewalk to public parking have non-compliant handrails and are missing contrasting color stripes at the
nose of the treads. At the upper parking lot, there is no signage indicating path of travel from the accessible
parking spot to the facility. A driveway to the north which extends down to Community Hall provides the
only path of travel that does not include stairs. Slopes and cross-slopes of this driveway are non-compliant.
Exterior stairs throughout the park lack handrails, tread markings and signage indicating path of travel.
Surrounding walks and restrooms in the park are non-compliant.
There is an accessible path of travel sign at the Japanese Tea House, however, the slope and cross-slope are
non-compliant. Access to the interior of the Tea House was not provided.
The door to the Community Center (second floor) is in compliance with the exception of the international
accessibility sign at the door. The women’s restroom is in compliance. The men’s restroom is in compliance
with the exception of the toilet dispenser’s proximity to the toilet and trash container’s height.
The door and threshold to the kitchen are out of compliance. All kitchen counters exceed the height
maximum. The door leading from the kitchen to the exterior has a non-compliant threshold.
The backstage door does not meet the minimum clear width requirement for ADA and there is no accessible
way to get to the stage front or back.
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The preschool/daycare on the lower floor of the Community Hall has no accessible path of travel, slope and
cross-slope, door hardware, and thresholds are non-compliant.
Employee Access
Employee only access is the kitchen of the daycare facility where countertops are non-compliant. The
restrooms which are shared by the public and employees are fit with child size fixtures but no grab bars are
provided.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend meeting ADA code requirements for parking by providing two accessible parking spots with one
being van accessible. Also, provide an accessible path of travel from the upper parking lot to the Community
Hall. We suggest upgrading paths of travel, stairs, railings and treads to meet current ADA standards. In the
public restrooms of the park, sinks should to be lowered and the toilet dispenser should be relocated.
At the Community Center, compliance can be met by adding an international accessibility sign at the entrance;
providing minor adjustments to the men’s room; adding a ramp to the stage; providing at least one ADA
accessible countertop in the kitchen; and fixing various doors and thresholds throughout.
At the pre-school provide an accessible path of travel from the pavement to the front door, upgrade door
hardware and threshold, rework the restrooms to comply with ADA standards (consider two unisex bathrooms).
In the kitchen provide at least one accessible countertop.
Lastly, we recommend doing a path of travel survey throughout the park in order to provide access to those who
are mobility challenged.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Community Hall is truly a gem and preserving it for the future should be a priority for Piedmont. Centered
in the northeast section of Piedmont Park, one of its biggest attractions is also one of its biggest challenges. It is
crucial to create a compliant path of travel from the accessible parking spots to the building.
Interior ADA improvements are minor with the exception of the pre-school which has major path of travel
barriers from the pavement to the front door as well as restroom inefficiencies.
For additional information and pictures please see the attached ADA Building Access Spreadsheet.
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Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Element

Community Hall
Building Access
Compliance
Yes
No

Exterior
Upper Parking area

x

Path of travel from
upper parking lot

x

711 Highland Avenue

Evaluation / Proposed Action
Parking is above building, along the street in a lowered parking lot.
Provide accessible path with signage from parking to buildings.
Stairs from sidewalk to parking have non-compliant hand rails.
See picture 0371. Provide non slip surface, contrasting colors at tread
noses, provide compliant hand rails.
There are 33 parking places with one accessible parking place in this
lot; this space is non-compliant. No loading zone, no defined path of
travel out of vehicular travel. See pictures 0372 and 0369.
2 spaces are required one of which should be van accessible. Both
should have loading isles.
No signage indicating an accessible route. Provide signage after
designating or creating accessible path.
The driveway to the north of the upper parking lot is the only route
without stairs. Slopes and cross slopes are non-compliant. Suggest
finding alternate accessible path, and signage.

Parking space adjacent
to building

x

Exterior stairs at the landscaped areas from the upper parking lot
have no hand rails or signage, or contrasting nose on stair treads.
See pictures 0371, 0373, 0374, and 0375.
The only other space designated as accessible is located down next
to the building. See pictures 0379 and 0380.
The slopes are non-compliant. Parking space needs to be re-graded
and an access isle installed with a designated compliant path of
travel. This should be a van parking spot. ADA standard 208.2.4.
Has no loading zone and no defined path of travel.
Has an accessible sign (see pictures 0376, 0377 and 0378) but the
slope and cross slopes of the path are non-compliant. Adjust slope of
path.

Japanese Tea House

x

Building (Lower Floor)

x

The lower floor of the Community Center is used for a pre-school/
childcare center.

Path of Travel

x

Door to Child care

x

No signage slopes and cross slopes non-compliant. See picture 0381.
Door thresholds are non-compliant, hardware is non-compliant. See
picture 0387.

Restrooms

x

The restroom fixtures are fit for children but are non–compliant.
See pictures 0382, 0383, and 0384. Suggest refitting with fixture and
accessories compliant with ADA standard 604.9 compliant fixtures

Kitchen

x

Counter and appliances are too high. Suggest adjusting a work space
at the right elevation (34”).
See picture 0385.

Building (2nd Floor – Main
Floor)
Entry Doors (double)

x

Women’s Restroom

x

Men’s Restroom
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No signage of any kind on building. Provide the international
accessibility signage at the main doors.
x

Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Community Hall
Building Access

711 Highland Avenue

Men’s room is compliant with exception of toilet paper dispenser
proximity to toilet and the trash container is too high. Suggest
adjusting toilet paper dispenser to meet ADA standard 604.7
Kitchen
Door

x

Kitchen Cabinets

x

Back door of Kitchen

x

Stage
Side Stage door

x

Side door stairs

x

Surrounding walks and
Restrooms in the park
Walks from the
building to street
Restrooms in the park

x
x

Door open width 31”, threshold is over .5” high. Replace door with
compliant 32“ min clear width, ramp up cement entry to .5”.
Counters are all at 37” high. See pictures 0388, 0389 and 0390.
Provide a work surface at kitchen cabinet that is at 34” high and min
30” wide.
Threshold is 3” high. No closure or kick plate. Provide compliant
entry.
27” width. Should replace with 32“ min clear opening or abandon
side door.
6.5” rise; 9” run non-compliant. See pictures 0391 and 0392. Provide
compliant stairs or abandon and use steps at front of stage...stage is
Non-accessible.
Numerous sidewalks and outdoor theater area are non-compliant
due to slopes and lack of handrails, landings etc. See pictures 0394—
0398.
Sinks are too high. Toilet paper dispensers are too close to the water
closets and are stacked. See pictures 0399 and 0400.
Lower sinks, adjust dispensers.

Comments:
See Appendix A for pictures.
PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accessible approach and entrance
Access to goods and services
Access to public toilet rooms
Access to other items such as water fountains and public telephones

Estimated Cost

Total Est. Cost
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Notes

Priority
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#0371

#0372
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#0369

#0373
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#0374

#0375
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
Community Hall

Coastland suggests addressing the items outlined above according to the Americans with Disabilities Act
Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal. The following list is based on the four priorities (listed
below) as recommended by Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal
Projects. Our approach on determining these priorities was to focus on public areas first and employee
areas thereafter. The priorities are listed as either critical, necessary, desirable or deferrable.
Priorities per Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal Projects
1. Accessible approach and entrance
2. Access to goods and services
3. Access to restrooms
4. Any other measures necessary
CRITICAL PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Upper parking lot - provide accessible path of travel with signage from parking area to the
building. Existing accessible parking is non-compliant – establish required numbered of
accessible parking spots (two, one of which must be van accessible).
2. At stairs at upper parking, provide compliant handrails, non-slip surface and contrasting color
at the tread noses.
3. Lower floor entry door to day care - adjust the door threshold to .5” and change the hardware
to compliant hardware.
4. Main floor entry door – provide International Accessibility Signage.
5. Main floor kitchen – provide a 32” minimum clear width opening at entry door. Provide a Back
provide a .5” threshold at back door.
NECESSARY PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. Regrade the one existing accessible parking space adjacent to Community Hall to fix slopes
and allow for van parking. Provide an access aisle with a designated path of travel and
appropriate signage.
2. Japanese Tea House - adjust slope and cross slope to be compliant.
3. Adjust slopes and cross slopes that access the lower floor of the building.
DESIRABLE PRIORITY
Employee Areas
1. Lower floor kitchen – provide a counter/work surface at 34” maximum height.
Public Areas
1. Lower floor restrooms – provide accessible fixtures and accessories.
2. Main floor kitchen - provide a counter/work surface at 34” maximum height.
3. Main floor – provide compliant access to stage.
4. Public restrooms in park – lower sinks and adjust accessories.
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City of Piedmont
Visual Observations of Building Exteriors
Wednesday, April 19, 2017

Community Building
No Reported Leaks or visual water damage
Windows and Doors
The basement level windows have all been replaced with vinyl / fiberglass windows except for 5
windows at the North end of the basement. The windows located at the North side of the building are
steel framed and single glazed. The cost to replace the remaining 5 windows would be approximately
$15,000.
The main level doors and windows appear are wood, single pane and appear to be original. Continual
maintenance of wood windows is required for longevity. Caulking and painting of the exterior are the
primary maintenance requirements. The single pane glass is not energy efficient. It is beyond the scope
of these observations to determine the pay-back of replacing he existing windows with new dual glazed
windows. With continued maintenance, the steel and wood windows most likely will not need replacing
for 10 plus years. The approximate cost to replace all the exterior wood doors and windows would be
approximately $150,000.

Roof
It is recommended that a qualified roofing consultant be engaged to inspect the roof thoroughly. The
roofing appears to be clay tile roof. An installation of clay roof tiles can be expected to last 100 years if
properly installed and maintained. There are a few tiles that need replacing or re-attachment. The
gutters and downspouts appear to be in good condition with no apparent leaking.

Exterior Paint
Exterior Paint and Caulking is in good condition. New paint and caulking may not be required for 10 to
15 years.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TO:

John Wanger, PE
Coastland Civil Engineering
1400 Neotomas Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

FROM:

Mitch Conner

DATE:

September 5, 2017

RE:

City of Piedmont
Property Condition Assessments (PCA)
Recreation Building

John,
The following condensed information is organized by each building evaluated as part of the property
condition assessment specific consultant's scope of work.
Structural Engineering
• The current building appears in general conformance with the record drawings. The building is
well maintained with no structural deterioration observed.
• Update Geotech information for future review of foundation design due to geologic hazards
• Geotechnical Review - Update Geotech information for future review of foundation design due to
geologic hazards
Mechanical Engineer (HVAC, plumbing and fire protection)
• Plumbing not insulated
• Water heaters lack spill pans and drain piping/code compliant combustion air
• No exhaust fans in restrooms
• Kiln does not have adequate ventilation or make-up air
• Boiler room does not have code compliant combustion air
• Plumbing fixtures that aren't water conserving
• No fire sprinkler protection or incomplete coverage
• Boiler appears to be insulated with asbestos
• Boiler and furnace very inefficient
Electrical Engineering
• Power system reaching end of useful life
• Power distribution is original and poor condition
• Telephone, Data service, and distribution require added capacity for expansion; no main room
• No apparent deficiencies in distribution feeders – surface mounted or concealed in walls-issues?
• Voice data mix of methods and ratings installed to keep up with expansion – distribution rooms
not present

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace existing light fixtures, for efficiency, multi-level control and shut off. Provide interior
lighting and daylighting controls
Exit signs and egress lighting required
Fire alarm system adequate for re-use
Provide new branch circuitry in most of the facility
Emergency generator should be serviced and tested to ensure continued use.
Data systems need to be updated clearances, ventilation and power circuits
Increase bandwidth for latest IT equipment
New equipment should be designed to accommodate AIC values from Utility Company
AIC coordination of protective devices performed for existing and new circuit breakers

ARCHILOGIX

50 Santa Rosa Avenue, Ste. 400, Santa Rosa, CA 95404

(T) 707.636.0646 (F) 707.636.0644

CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT REPORT- Piedmont Recreation Center
358 Hillside Ave, Piedmont, CA 94611.

INTRODUCTION
A general condition assessment structural review of the building located at 358 Hillside Ave., Piedmont, CA (see
Appendix B: Location Map) was performed as requested by Archilogix. This review was based on one site visit
completed on October 21, 2016 to visually review the general condition of the structure.
The following documents were provided for review:
•

Piedmont Recreation Center Earthquake Hazard Reduction Drawings dated November 15, 1999 by
Architectonix and Baseline Engineering

•

Piedmont Recreation Center Building Alterations drawings dated January 24, 1968 by Hamilton and
Williges Consulting Engineers

•

Piedmont Recreation Building first floor, second floor and attic plans undated, by the City of Piedmont,
un-annotated

•

No other documents related to the building structure were provided

The current engineering standard used for this report is ASCE 41-13 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing
Buildings. This document represents the culmination of decades of study regarding how buildings perform in
seismic events. It considers the many different configurations and materials used in buildings and how they
interact to resist seismic loads. ASCE 41 provides quick checklists for a variety of structural systems to help
quantify potential deficiencies. The scope of this report did not include a detailed assessment and completion of
the checklists, but the checklists were used to aid in preparing the findings and recommendations below. The
checklists are included in Appendix C.
STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
General Site Description
The Recreation Building is located on a slightly sloped commercial lot at the corner of Hillside Ave. and Magnolia
Ave., next door to the town swim center. The main entrance is on Hillside Ave.
Structural System and Materials Description
General
The date of the original building construction is unknown and is estimated to be between 1910 and 1930. It is
wood framed in a faux Tudor style. There are two floors and the attic is fully utilized as a third floor. The plan is “L”
shaped, with the upper floor cantilevering over the lower floor on the south side. There is a partial basement in the
southeast corner. The building was seismically retrofitted twice – in 1968 and in 1999.
Roof Framing
The roof is steeply pitched and framed with 2x rafters and collar ties primarily supported by exterior bearing walls.
There are also roof trusses and dormers in some locations. The 1999 drawings show roof plywood over 1x
sheathing, and perimeter blocking and clips for shear transfer. Most of the existing brick chimneys were removed
in 1999.
Attic/ Third Floor Framing
The floor is framed with 2x14 floor joists primarily supported by exterior bearing walls. Due to the sloped roof
framing, the floor plywood sheathing originally did not extend out to the exterior walls, but this condition was
corrected in 1999 with additional plywood installed under the joists at the perimeter.
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Second Floor Framing
The floor is framed with 2x14 joists primarily supported by exterior bearing walls. Drawings indicate sheathing, but
do not specify what type.
Walls
The exterior walls are wood framed with 2x6 wood studs with plaster over 1x diagonal sheathing. The interior face
of nearly all exterior walls has been sheathed with plywood. Also many interior 2x4 walls have been sheathed
with plywood.
Seismic Force-Resisting System
The primary lateral load system is wood framed horizontal diaphragms and shear walls. Both retrofits added
shear plywood, posts with hold downs and many horizontal ties between framing members and top plates. Also,
framing clips were added to transfer the lateral loads between the floors. Most hold downs are continuous from
the attic floor level to the foundation. Reinforcement floor ties were added at the many re-entrant corners.
Ground Floor and Foundations
The floor framing is 2x8 joists supported on the exterior perimeter foundation and interior beams with pad
footings. Nearly all cripple walls have plywood and anchor bolts. In several locations, new footings were added
to support new interior shear walls.
Field Verification and Condition Assessment
The current building appears to be in general conformance with the remodel drawings. The building is well
maintained and no structural deterioration was observed.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following items of structural interest were observed during site review of the structure (see Appendix A:
Images). Items are listed in order of structural significance.
1. GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW: The building in on a hillside site, only one mile from the Hayward Fault.
RECOMMENDATION: A full geotechnical and geological investigation is recommended to identify
potential geologic hazards. Buildings located near faults can experience more severe shaking, with a
hillside condition further impacting the earthquake forces. Information from geotechnical report would
directly impact the seismic forces used in a detailed structural analysis.
2. SEISMIC LOAD RESISTING SYSTEM: There are many possible deficiencies in the lateral load resisting
systems for this building. They include the following:
a. Some shear walls are not continuous from one floor to the next.
b. The building plan is highly irregular with many reentrant corners and discontinuous conditions.
RECOMMENDATION: Perform a seismic analysis of the entire building using ASCE 41. This analysis
would likely include some destructive investigation to determine existing structural conditions. Retrofit
deficient elements as needed. Potential implications are significant improvements to the lateral load
system, including diaphragms, shear walls and connections.
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CLOSING
The structural review is based on that which was plainly visible at time of site review and available original
structural drawings. No attempt was made to uncover hidden conditions or perform any destructive or nondestructive testing. The items discussed in this report are subject to revision should more information become
available. No structural analysis for loads or capacities was performed under the scope of this review.
We understand you may have questions regarding this evaluation and we are available for comment and
explanations. Please call with any questions you may have. Thank you for choosing ZFA Structural Engineers to
assist you with this building condition assessment.

Robin Wendler, SE
Principal

Kevin Zucco, SE
Executive Principal
ZFA Structural Engineers
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APPENDIX A – IMAGES
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Image 1: Rec Center Entrance West Elevation

Image 2: South Elevation
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Image 3: North Elevation – East Wing

Image 4: East Elevation, North Wing
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Image 5: Attic Art Classroom
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APPENDIX B – MAPS AND PLANS
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Location Map
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1999 Seismic Retrofit Plans
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APPENDIX C – ASCE 41 Tier 1 Checklists
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16.1.2LS Life Safety Basic Configuration Checklist
This Basic Configuration Checklist shall be completed for all building types, except buildings in very low
seismicity, being evaluated to the Life Safety Performance Level. Once this checklist has been completed,
complete the appropriate building type checklist for the desired seismic performance level as shown in Table 4-7.
Tier 1 evaluation shall include on-site investigation and condition assessment as required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC), Unknown
(U), or Not Applicable (N/A) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that are acceptable
according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements identify issues that require
further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being evaluated. For non-compliant and
unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose to conduct further investigation using the
corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding section numbers are in parentheses following each
evaluation statement.
C16.1.2LS

Life Safety Basic Configuration Checklist

For buildings in low, moderate, and high seismicity the following evaluation statements represent general configuration
issues applicable for most building based on observed earthquake structural damage during actual earthquakes. This
checklist should be completed for all buildings in low, moderate, and high seismicity for Life Safety Performance Level.
The section numbers in parentheses following each evaluation statement refer to the commentary in Appendix A regarding
the statement’s purpose and the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedures. If additional information on the evaluation
statement is required, refer to the commentary in the Tier 2 procedure for that evaluation statement.

Low Seismicity
Building System
General
C

NC

N/A

U

LOAD PATH: The structure shall contain a complete, well defined load path, including
structural elements and connections, that serves to transfer the inertial forces associated
with the mass of all elements of the building to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec.
A.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.1)
ADJACENT BUILDINGS: The clear distance between the building being evaluated and
any adjacent building is greater than 4% of the height of the shorter building. This
statement shall not apply for the following building types: W1, W1A, and W2.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.2)
MEZZANINES: Interior mezzanine levels are braced independently from the main
structure or are anchored to the seismic-force-resisting elements of the main structure.
(Commentary: Sec. A.2.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.1.3)
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Building Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U

WEAK STORY: The sum of the shear strengths of the seismic-force-resisting system in
any story in each direction is not less than 80% of the strength in the adjacent story
above. (Commentary: Sec. A2.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.1)
SOFT STORY: The stiffness of the seismic-force-resisting system in any story is not less
than 70% of the seismic-force-resisting system stiffness in an adjacent story above or less
than 80% of the average seismic-force-resisting system stiffness of the three stories
above. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.2)
VERTICAL IRREGULARITIES: All vertical elements in the seismic-force-resisting system
are continuous to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.4. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.3)
Upper walls at line 6 extend past lower wall line.

GEOMETRY: There are no changes in the net horizontal dimension of the seismic-forceresisting system of more than 30% in a story relative to adjacent stories, excluding onestory penthouses and mezzanines. (Commentary: Sec. A.2.2.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.4)
MASS: There is no change in effective mass more than 50% from one story to the next.
Light roofs, penthouses, and mezzanines need not be considered. (Commentary: Sec.
A.2.2.6. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.5)
TORSION: The estimated distance between the story center of mass and the story center
of rigidity is less than 20% of the building width in either plan dimension. (Commentary:
Sec. A.2.2.7. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.2.6)

Medium Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low Seismicity
Geologic Site Hazards
C

NC

N/A

U

LIQUEFACTION: Liquefaction-susceptible, saturated, loose granular soils that could
jeopardize the building’s seismic performance shall not exist in the foundation soils at
depths within 50 ft under the building. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.1. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SLOPE FAILURE: The building site is sufficiently remote from potential earthquakeinduced slope failures or rockfalls to be unaffected by such failures or is capable of
accommodating any predicted movements without failure. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.2.
Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)
SURFACE FAULT RUPTURE: Surface fault rupture and surface displacement at the
building site are not anticipated. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.1.3. Tier 2: 5.4.3.1)

High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low and Moderate Seismicity
Foundation Configuration
C

NC

N/A

U
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OVERTURNING: The ratio of the least horizontal dimension of the seismic-force-resisting
system at the foundation level to the building height (base/height) is greater than 0.6S a.
(Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.3)
TIES BETWEEN FOUNDATION ELEMENTS: The foundation has ties adequate to resist
seismic forces where footings, piles, and piers are not restrained by beams, slabs, or soils
classified as Site Class A, B, or C. (Commentary: Sec. A.6.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.4.3.4)
16.3LS Building Type W2
Life Safety Structural Checklist For Building Type W2: Wood Frames, Commercial And Industrial
This Life Safety Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 4-7 and where the building
configuration complies with the description of W2 building type defined in Table 3-1. Tier 1 evaluation shall
include on-site investigation and condition assessment as required by Section 4.2.1.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC), Not
Applicable (N/A), or Unknown (U) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that are
acceptable according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant and unknown statements identify issues
that require further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being evaluated. For noncompliant and unknown evaluation statements, the design professional may choose to conduct further
investigation using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding section numbers are in
parentheses following each evaluation statement.
C16.3LS

Life Safety Structural Checklist for Building Type W2

Building Type W2
These buildings are commercial or industrial buildings with a floor area of 5,000 square feet or more. There are few, if any,
interior walls. The floor and roof framing consists of wood or steel trusses, glulam or steel beams, and wood posts or steel
columns. Seismic forces are resisted by wood diaphragms and exterior stud walls sheathed with plywood, oriented strand
board, stucco, plaster, straight or diagonal wood sheathing, or braced with rod bracing. Wall openings for storefronts and
garages, where present, are framed by post-and-beam framing.

Low and Moderate Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

U

REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principal direction is greater
than or equal to 2. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.1.1)
SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the shear walls, calculated using the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.5.3.3, is less than the following values (Commentary: Sec.
A.3.2.7.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.1.1):
Structural panel sheathing
1,000 lb/ft
Diagonal sheathing
700 lb/ft
Straight sheathing
100 lb/ft
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All other conditions

100 lb/ft

STUCCO (EXTERIOR PLASTER) SHEAR WALLS: Multi-story buildings do not rely on
exterior stucco walls as the primary seismic-force-resisting system. (Commentary: Sec.
A.3.2.7.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
GYPSUM WALLBOARD OR PLASTER SHEAR WALLS: Interior plaster or gypsum
wallboard are not used as shear walls on buildings more than one story high with the
exception of the uppermost level of a multistory building. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.3.
Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Narrow wood shear walls with an aspect ratio greater
than 2-to-1 are not used to resist seismic forces. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.4. Tier 2:
Sec. 5.5.3.6.1)
WALLS CONNECTED THROUGH FLOORS: Shear walls have an interconnection
between stories to transfer overturning and shear forces through the floor. (Commentary:
Sec. A.3.2.7.5. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.2)
HILLSIDE SITE: For structures that are taller on at least one side by more than one-half
story because of a sloping site, all shear walls on the downhill slope have an aspect ratio
less than 1-to-1. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.6. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.3)
CRIPPLE WALLS: Cripple walls below first-floor-level shear walls are braced to the
foundation with wood structural panels. (Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.7. Tier 2: Sec.
5.5.3.6.4)
OPENINGS: Walls with openings greater than 80% of the length are braced with wood
structural panel shear walls with aspect ratios of not more than 1.5-to-1 or are supported
by adjacent construction through positive ties capable of transferring the seismic forces.
(Commentary: Sec. A.3.2.7.8. Tier 2: Sec. 5.5.3.6.5)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

WOOD POSTS: There is a positive connection of wood posts to the foundation.
(Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.3.3)
WOOD SILLS: All wood sills are bolted to the foundation. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.4. Tier
2: Sec. 5.7.3.3)
GIRDER/COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using plates,
connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the column support.
(Commentary: Sec. A.5.4.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.7.4.1)

High Seismicity: Complete the Following Items in Addition to the Items for Low and Moderate Seismicity
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Diaphragms
C

NC

N/A

U

DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: The diaphragms are not composed of split-level floors and
do not have expansion joints. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.1)
ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: All chord elements are continuous, regardless of changes
in roof elevation. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.1)
DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing around all
diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in either major plan dimension.
(Commentary: Sec. A.4.1.8. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.1.5)
STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight sheathed diaphragms have aspect ratios less than
2-to-1 in the direction being considered. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.1. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 ft consist of wood structural
panels or diagonal sheathing. Wood commercial and industrial buildings may have rodbraced systems. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.2. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally sheathed
or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have horizontal spans less than 40 ft and
aspect ratios less than or equal to 4-to-1. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.2.3. Tier 2: Sec. 5.6.2)
OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragm does not consist of a system other than wood,
metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing. (Commentary: Sec. A.4.7.1. Tier 2: Sec.
5.6.5)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

U

WOOD SILL BOLTS: Sill bolts are spaced at 6 ft or less with proper edge and end
distance provided for wood and concrete. (Commentary: Sec. A.5.3.7. Tier 2: Sec.
5.7.3.3)
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LEFLER ENGINEERING, INC.
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SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-4220
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City of Piedmont
January 12, 2017
The following report gives our observations and opinions about the condition of the
plumbing, fire sprinkler, and mechanical system in the City Hall/Fire Station building,
Veteran’s Hall/Police Department building, Community Hall/School building, and the
Recreation building. The buildings were visited on October 21, 2016. Our observations
were limited to items that could be observed without and demolition work. Our site visit
did not include any functional tests or other testing of equipment to determine if it was
operating properly. In some cases, certain mechanical areas were not available for
observation on the day of the site visit. Our observations are as follows:

A.

Recreation Building:
1.

2.

Description:
a.

The plumbing piping systems are fairly old and have been modified
with different fixtures over the years. The plumbing fixtures are not
as water conserving as those in modern buildings.

b.

The building has at least a partial fire sprinkler system. It does not
appear to provide full coverage for the building.

c.

The building has a very old mechanical system. The system
includes a very old boiler, radiators, old furnace, etc. The building
does not have air conditioning. The existing heating systems are
inefficient compared to those is newer buildings.

Conditions that are not functioning and need Immediate
repair/replacement:
a.

Recreation Building:
1.

The hot water piping is not fully insulated.

2.

The water heater does not have a pan under it and the
associated drain piping.

3.

The bathrooms lack exhaust fans.

4.

The kiln room does not have adequate ventilation or
provisions for make-up air to the room.

City of Piedmont Conditions Assessment
January 12, 2017

3.

5.

The water heater room does not appear to have code
compliant combustion air for the water heater.

6.

The boiler room does not appear to have code compliant
combustion air for the boiler.

Conditions that would get addressed as a “CIP” (Capital Improvement
Project):
a.

4.
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Recreation Building:
1.

The plumbing fixtures to not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building does not have fire sprinkler protection. Fire
sprinklers should be added.

3.

The boiler appears to be insulated with asbestos. It should
be abated.

Building elements that require a longer-term review and monitoring:
a.

Recreation Building:
1.

The plumbing fixtures to not appear to be the most water
conserving types.

2.

The building has some fire sprinkler protection. However,
the coverage does not look complete in all areas. The fire
sprinkler systems should be checked and altered in order to
be code compliant.

3.

The boiler is very old not very efficient based on today’s
standards. A more efficient boiler should be installed.

4.

The furnace for the upper level is very old and inefficient. It
should be replaced with a more efficient furnace.

P.O. Box 3103, Rohnert Park, Ca. 94927
www.brokawdesign.com
September 11, 2017
Mitch Conner
ArchiLOGIX Design and Development Strategies
50 Santa Rosa Ave, Ste 400
Santa Rosa, Ca 95404

City of Piedmont PCA – Recreation Hall

INTRODUCTION
This study was commissioned to address the existing condition of the electrical service,
distribution, lighting and fire life safety systems of the existing facilities. This report notes the
existing condition of the building services and the ability to meet the needs of continued use of
the facility for the foreseeable future.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
1. Electrical Power Service – Figure 1a and 1b
a. The building electrical main service is provided by PG&E and feeds an exterior 200ampere main switchboard with a service voltage of 120/240V, single-phase, 42kAIC
and is located south basement of the building. The service equipment is at end of
its useful life.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. The building has had improvements to some areas of the building and much of the
building is what appears to be original and poor condition.
b. Electrical distribution is accomplished at 120/240V, single phase to surface or flush
mounted panelboards throughout the facility. The panels are varying in age
depending on location.
c. Distribution feeders are either run surface mounted in conduit or concealed in
walls. No apparent deficiencies to the power distribution feeders were observed at
the time of inspection. It is unknown if there have been any deficiencies or reasons
for repair in the past.
3. Telephone/Data Service and Distribution - Figure 2a
a. There are telecommunications services to the building but no observable service
provider was apparent. The telecommunication services for the buildings are fed
underground to interior located main points of entry (MPOE) in a room on the 3rd
floor.
b. Voice data wiring is a mixture of methods and ratings apparently installed to keep
up with expansion. Industry standard Main Distribution and intermediate
www.brokawdesign.com

distribution rooms are not present. Industry standard materials and methods are
required for future growth.
4. Lighting Systems
a. Interior Lighting Fixtures – Interior lighting fixtures are a mix of renovated and old
residential fixtures and at the of their useful life.
b. Interior Lighting Controls – Interior lighting controls are line voltage toggle switches
and generally out of date.
c. Exterior Lighting Fixtures – Exterior lighting is accomplished with building mounted
fixtures.
d. Emergency Lighting – Compliant egress lighting was not observed.
e. Exit Signage – Exit signs are scarce within the building.
5. Fire Alarm System
a. There is sprinkled and equipped with a full modern fire alarm system in the facility.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring – Figure 1c
a. The branch circuits are a mix of knob and tube, concealed and surface mounted
boxes/conduit. Additionally, there is functioning knob and tube wiring. Surface
raceway is also being utilized. The branch circuits are of varying ages and have
been added to over time. The building branch wiring is at or near the end of its
useful life.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered presuming that the facility will be renovated to
serve future needs:
1. Electrical Power Service
a. Even though the main electrical service equipment appears to be functional and
without noted deficiencies, it should be replaced with new equipment as parts for
this equipment
b. In the event of electric service equipment replacement, coordination with PG&E
will be required and the service entrance would need to be upgraded to the
current utility company standards.
2. Electrical Distribution
a. It is recommended to replace old panelboards with new panelboards and new
feeders. Branch circuitry of these replaced panels will need to comply with the
latest Title 24 standards for circuit disaggregation.
b. Newer panelboards in the facility are recommended.
3. Telephone Service and Distribution
a. If additional telephone lines are required by the facility, it is recommended to
coordinate with the serving utility.
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b. It is recommended that a dedicated room for telephone and data services be
provided.
4. Lighting Systems
a. It is recommended to replace the existing interior lighting fixtures. New light
fixtures should have energy efficient lamping, multi-level controls and shut-off that
meet current energy codes.
b. It is recommended to provide new interior lighting controls and daylight controls
that will meet current energy codes.
c. It is recommended to provide exit signs and egress lighting to clearly indicate exit
paths.
5. Fire Alarm System/Sprinkler Monitoring
a. The existing fire alarm system is adequate for re-use.
6. Electrical Branch Circuit Wiring
a. As much of the facility has knob and tube wiring methods, it is recommended
branch circuitry and provide new branch circuitry for the facility.
7. Data Systems
a. It is recommended to provide a new dedicated and secured server room with
adequate clearances, ventilation and power circuits.
b. It is recommended that the server room be fed from a different panel than that
which serves other spaces.
c. A new ground bar with dedicated ground wire tied to the electrical service
equipment should be provided in the new server room. All racks and ladder trays
should be grounded to the ground bar.
d. With the increasing bandwidth required by the latest IT equipment, building
station cabling should be upgraded to minimum Category 6 UTP. Cable. Distances
from patch panels to data outlet should not exceed 295 feet and should not be
allowed in the proximity of power cables. Each station cable should be “home run”
(no splices or cross connection points) between jacks and patch panels. The
Building voice and data system should be installed to meet EIA/TIA Standards. All
openings or raceway transitions through firewalls and floors should utilize UL listed
fire-rated penetrations. After installation, all new cabling should be tested to
ensure that it achieves the manufacturer’s rated transmission rates.
8. Distribution Studies
a. It is recommended that the existing Ampere Interrupting Current (AIC) rating of the
system be verified with the Utility Company. New equipment should be designed
to accommodate the AIC values given by the Utility Company.
b. An AIC coordination study of all protective devices should be performed for all
existing and new circuit breakers on the facility.
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Michael Burke,
Principal

BrokawDesign
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Figure 1a

Figure 1b
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Figure 1c

Figure 2a
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ADA EVALUATION REPORT - RECREATION DEPARTMENT OFFICE
358 Hillside Avenue, Piedmont, CA 94611
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
In December 2016, Coastland Civil Engineering, Inc. (CCE) performed evaluations of several City buildings for
compliance with ADA guidelines. CCE evaluated both public and employee access areas of the selected
buildings and path of travel from the public way to the buildings (property line assumed at edge of
sidewalk). This report has been prepared to identify and prioritize existing deficiencies and where possible,
provide a cost-effective approach to remedy these deficiencies.
General Building Description
On December 12, 2016, CCE evaluated the Recreation Department Office building, circa 1913 -1914, located
at 358 Hillside Avenue, in Piedmont, California. This former 3-story single-family mansion has been
converted to several offices, classrooms and a craft area on the third floor with a kiln.
FINDINGS
Public Access
Access to the building is from the public way. The front access leads to a set of stairs without handrails,
delineated tread markings, or a ramp. No alternate route is currently available.
The second entry way is at the rear of the building. The immediate approach to the rear door is more or less
within tolerances, and workable (see Recommendations).
This building has two restrooms on the first floor both requiring minor adjustments to accessories to be
compliant.
There is no elevator or ramp to the basement, second or third floors making them completely inaccessible.
The second floor has the additional challenge of being multi-level with two different areas of floor height
requiring levelling out or ramping.
Employee Access
Employee Access is equally as challenged as Public Access. Offices located on the second floor are
inaccessible. The third floor, used for arts, crafts and pottery is completely inaccessible.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Limited accessibility could be achieved at the front entry way by adding code compliant hand rails to the front
steps, adding contrasting strips to the nose of the stair treads, changing the door hardware to complaint and
adjusting the door threshold and opening forces.
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The rear of the building could become wheelchair accessible (with access to the first floor only) if an alternate
route from the public way, including from the main entry with signage, were developed. This would require
adjusting grades and developing a compliant path of travel.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Currently, in the Recreation Department Offices Building, only the first floor out of the three floors would be
accessible if the path of travel were corrected. To bring the second and third floors into compliance would
require an extensive amount of work, and likely be cost prohibitive.
Access to the front and the rear of the building both require work with the rear being most extensive due to the
path of travel improvements.
The biggest deterrent to this building becoming compliant, however, is the age it was built and its original
intended use. This circa 1913-1914 building was built as a home to a whole different set of standards and 55
years before California Legislature passed the first state laws requiring accessibility in public buildings and
facilities for people with disabilities.
For additional information and pictures please see the attached ADA Building Access Spreadsheet.
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Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Element
Overview

Recreation Department Office
Building Access

Compliance
Yes
No

358 Hillside Avenue

Evaluation / Proposed Action
The building is an old mansion that has been converted into an
office, classrooms and a craft area. The building is 3 stories with a
partial basement and no elevator. See pictures 0405, 0406, 0407,
0408, 0409 & 0410.
The Basement is used for storage and has non-compliant access
stairs.
The main floor is made up of offices, classrooms, restrooms and a
kitchen.
The second floor is made up of offices and a central recreation area.
This floor is accessed via a non-compliant stairway is served by an
exterior fire escape accessed through a window, and is nonaccessible. See pictures 0408, 0413, 0419 & 0421.
The third floor is a crafts classroom. See pictures 0423, 0424, 0425,
0426 & 0427. The stairs as shown in the photos are a non-compliant
stairway. Non-accessible

Exterior

No signage, or indicated path of travel. Provide signage at front
directing to alternate entrance.

Main entry

x

Stairs to door

x

Front door

x

Driveway at the south
side

x

Back door

x

Surface is level outside door, threshold and width are compliant.
Hardware is compliant. No signage. Provide Accessible sign, adjust
door weight to 5lbs.

Women’s

x

Toilet paper dispenser too far from front of toilet. Mirror is too high.
See pictures 0415 and 0416. Adjust toilet paper dispenser to comply
with 604.7 ADA standards. Lower mirror so reflective surface is no
higher than 40” per ADA standards 603.3.

Men’s

x

Missing brail at sign. Toilet paper dispenser and mirror are noncompliant. See above for toilet paper dispenser and mirror, Provide
sign per ADA standard 703.5, 703.4.1

No Hand rails. Provide hand rails and contrasting color at tread noses
Hardware non-compliant, threshold too high, non-compliant. See
picture 0405. Change hardware to a lever, loop or push hardware per
ADA stand 404.2.7. Change threshold to a max ½” high.
From front to rear of building slope is too steep. See picture 0407.
Adjust path to a compliant slope and cross slope.

First Floor Restrooms

General

All doors are missing kick plates. Approved hardware, strike side
clearances and door widths are non-compliant.
All offices are generally non-compliant due to access issues. See
pictures 0417 and 0418 instead.
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Piedmont ADA Evaluations
December 2016

Recreation Department Office
Building Access

358 Hillside Avenue

Comments:
See Appendix A for pictures.
PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accessible approach and entrance
Access to goods and services
Access to public toilet rooms
Access to other items such as water fountains and public telephones

Estimated Cost

Total Est. Cost
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Notes

Priority

APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0405

#0406
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0407

#0408
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0413

#0409
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0410

#0419
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0421

#0423
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0424

#0425
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0426

#0427
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0415

#0416
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APPENDIX A
Recreation Department Office Building – Pictures

#0417

#0418
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Summary of Improvement Priorities
Recreation Department Office Building
Coastland suggests addressing the items outlined above according to the Americans with Disabilities Act
Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal. The following list is based on the four priorities (listed
below) as recommended by Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal
Projects. Our approach on determining these priorities was to focus on public areas first and employee
areas thereafter. The priorities are listed as either critical, necessary, desirable or deferrable.
Priorities per Title III Regulations for Planning Readily Achievable Barrier Removal Projects
1. Accessible approach and entrance
2. Access to goods and services
3. Access to restrooms
4. Any other measures necessary
CRITICAL PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. At front entrance (stairs), create accessible path of travel to an accessible entry.
2. Provide signage at front directing to accessible path of travel.
3. At front stairs, provide compliant handrails, non-slip surface on stairs, contrasting color at
tread noses.
4. At front door, change non-compliant hardware to compliant hardware.
5. At rear door, if this is to become the accessible entrance, provide the International
Accessibility Sign.
6. At men’s restroom provide ADA signage.
7. Revise 2nd and 3rd floor stairs to create a compliant path of travel to those floors.
NECESSARY PRIORITY
Public Areas
1. At women’s restroom, adjust paper dispenser and mirror height.
2. Change all non-compliant hardware to compliant door hardware.
Employee Areas
1. Provide compliant stairs and handrails to the basement area.
2. Throughout building, change all non-compliant hardware to compliant door hardware.
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City of Piedmont
Visual Observations of Building Exteriors
Wednesday, April 19, 2017
Recreation Building
No Reported Leaks or visual water damage
Windows and Doors
Many of the older aluminum framed and wood windows have been replaced with vinyl / fiberglass dual
insulted windows. There are 33 windows remaining aluminum windows. The newer vinyl / fiberglass
windows are more energy efficient than the existing aluminum framed / wood windows and would most
likely result in an energy cost savings. The cost to replace the remaining 33 windows would be
approximately $75,000.
The 6 exterior doors need replacement and proper exiting hardware. The front entrance door could be
modified to comply with current ADA and building codes. All other doors should be replaced. The
approximate cost to replace all the exterior wood doors and modify the entrance door is approximately
$25,000.

Roof
It is recommended that a qualified roofing consultant be engaged to inspect the roof thoroughly.
The main roofing is asphalt shingles. An installation of an asphalt shingle roof can be expected to last 20
years if properly installed and maintained. The roof is showing signed of needing replacement. In
several areas, the roofing shingles are discolored and the integral fiberglass is showing through indicated
that the roof is at the end of its useful life.
There are several flat roof areas that are covered with rolled torch applied roofing. There areas are also
showing signs of wear. Pitch pockets and flashings appear suspect. The roofing assemblies in these
areas appear to be nearing the end of their useful life.
All gutter, downspouts and flashings need further inspection and should be replaced when the roofing is
replaced. The estimated cost to replace the entire roof, gutters and flashings is $90,000.

Exterior Paint
It is recommended that all painted surfaces be tested for lead paint. The exterior paint and caulking is in
good to poor condition. The exterior is covered in a combination of plaster and wood trim. It appears
that the building has been painted within the last 5 years, however, plaster cracking, paint peeling and
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caulking failures are evident in a limited amount of areas. The recommendation is to power wash, recaulk and touch up paint where necessary. Approximate cost for this work $40,000.
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